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AUTOMOBILIA & MOTORING LITERATURE
To commence at 11am
6* Armstrong Siddeley. A seated Sphinx
mascot, having good detail, in cast
aluminium and mounted on a brass cap,
8cm high

While all care has been taken with the
magazine and book cataloguing, all
buyers are advised to inspect the lots for
any inconsistencies before bidding.

(1)

£40-80

4* Mallory Park Motor Racing Circuit.
Four members’ badges for 1964 (2), 1965
and 1966, and four guest lapel badges for
the same years, all with good enamels,
cords and safety pins
(8)

£40-60

1* Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.
A full member’s motor-car badge,
numbered 745 verso, with good enamels,
depicting two racing cars at high speed
beneath the members’ bridge, the image
designed by F. Gordon-Crosby, although the
surface is a little scratched, the enamel is
in remarkably good order, save for a small
chip to the top right corner, the chromiumplating has oxidised
(1)

7* Vulcan Motor Eng. Co. A rare 1920s
Vulcan motor-car mascot, being a nickelplated example with good detail, and cast
onto an internal threaded radiator cap, good
original condition, 12cm high

£200-300

5* Brighton & Hove Motor Club ‘Speed
Trials 1933’. An entrant’s dashboard plaque
with a racing car in profile and two
armorials in coloured enamels, inscribed
‘E.C.E. Baragwanath’, also, a chromiumplated Eagle mascot, missing its threaded
mounting stud, the former in good fettle,
mounted on a shaped display stand
2* Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.
Five guest lapel badges, two for 1933
numbered 1161; two for 1935 numbered
658, and an example for 1939 numbered
427, all with good enamels and original
safety pins, also, two delivery boxes for
1937 numbered 481 and 1938 numbered
405, each in good order with card inserts,
but several split corners
(7)

£120-180

Edwin Charles (Ted) Baragwanath was an
enthusiastic racer of large-engined motorcycles
at Brooklands in the 1920s, and has a challenge
cup named after him, still in circulation today.
(2)
£40-80

£200-300

8* Rolls-Royce 40/50hp mascot. An
original late ‘Silver Ghost’ or pre-1928
‘Phantom I’ mascot, a good original ‘Spirit
of Ecstasy’ of solid German silver
construction with excellent detail and
features, inscribed ‘Charles Sykes, RollsRoyce Ltd Feb 1911’, fitted to an original
40/50hp radiator cap, and display-mounted,
the mascot, 30.5cm high

3* Alvis. A set of The Alvis Cars Ltd.
promotional cocktail sticks, each having the
Alvis triangle motif in red enamel, mounted
on German silver sticks, housed in their
original fitted presentation box, with a faux
crocodile-skin covering, sound condition, in
need of a little cleaning
(1)

(1)

£40-60

Lot 6
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(1)

£600-800

15* Cleveland Discol. A rare double-sided
three-colour hanging enamel sign, with
surface wear, some rusting around the
mounting holes and edge chipping, 18 x
30in
(1)

9* ‘Speed Nymph’. An original motor-car
mascot by Augustine & Emile Lejeune, the
largest of the three sizes available from its
introduction in 1919, this example in good,
sound condition, inscribed AEL and Desmo
(indistinct), the retailer on the rear of the
dais, chromium-plating in excellent
condition, rusted mounting stud, 71cm
high, not display-mounted
(1)

£120-160

11* Automobile Association member’s
badge. A type 1 circa 1906 example
numbered 1475, and correctly no
inscription verso, and no ‘Secretary’ script,
nickel-plated on brass, showing the signs
of distress that only age can inflict, some
abrasions and scratching, otherwise a
delight
(1)

£150-250

12* Automobile Association. A large
circa 1914 full member’s badge, numbered
115969, plated and in fine condition, 70cm
high
(1)

£60-90

13* Automobile Association. A type 7
commercial member’s badge numbered
V252386, with a central AA motif against a
basket-weave background, 10cm high
(1)

10* R.A.C. Full Member’s Badge. A very
rare, circa 1907, type No 1 badge,
numbered A379, hollow-cast, being the
dashboard-mounted type with a flat
rectangle dais, the centre with a profile of
the club’s royal patron, Edward VII, with a
rectangular union flag verso, within a
spoked wheel supported by the god
Mercury with correct split wings, topped
by the King’s crown, later chromiumplating, enamels good, generally sound and
useable, 17cm high
(1)

£140-180

£200-400

16* Morris Sales & Service. A doublesided, five colour enamel sign with its
original steel hanging bracket, in delightful
condition, albeit in need of cleaning, 73cm
diameter
(1)

£400-600

£40-60

14* Veteran Ash Trays. A complementary
and matched pair of ash receptacles, of the
type mounted in limousines, each with a
detailed intaglio image; ‘Regarde St
Christophe’ and ‘La lecon De Flute’, both
inscribed B. Wicker Germany, nickel-silver
finish, in sound order, but with an ash guard
and slide-mount missing
(2)

£100-200
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17* Motor Acetyphote. Three pre-1909
examples of acetylene gas-powered
motorcycle or forecar lamps manufactured
by Joseph Lucas Limited, each with
carrying bails, burners and fittings, in need
of restoration
(3)

£120-180

18* Four oil-powered lamps. A Premier
Lamp and Engineering Co. miner’s safety
lamp, having a threaded oil reservoir, hand
controls and etched glass shade, a
Duntaffell cart lamp with its correct oil
illuminant, a square pattern oil side lamp
and a British Rail, clear, red and green
guards hand lamp with a near perfect black
enamel finish, all in good, sound condition
(4)

20* A motor-car oil-powered lamp,
being a Duco style, off-side fitting with all
component parts, lacquered brass finish,
also, a Lucas steel and brass hand lamp,
with a carrying bail, 14cm plano-convex
front glass and oil reservoir, both in need of
refurbishment, but sound
(2)

£80-120

£80-120

22* W. H. Tilley Floodlight. An impressive
and large free-standing paraffin-powered
lamp from the renowned Tilley Company,
this lamp appears complete with a wooden
handle pressure pump, mantle (still
available) carrying handle, stand and
patented crack-free front glass, retaining its
original black enamel finish, it stands 66cm
high, possesses instructions for use and
appears to be in working order
The name Tilley became a generic word for a
kerosene lamp during the Great War.
(1)
£100-150

19* Street Danger Lamp. A rare oilpowered contractor’s lamp manufactured
by Alexander Kenyon & Co., of Manchester,
with three plano-convex glasses, the front
being red with two clear glasses at the
sides, a well-defined name plate stating
Patent 10645, with mounting handle, in
complete condition, with good glasses and
oil reservoir, 48cm total height
(1)

£80-120

21*
Cabin
Bulkhead
Lamp.
Manufactured by the 1868-founded
company, Bulpitt & Sons of Birmingham
(1916), a three-glass windproof oil-powered
lamp with a key wind-burner, via sliding
door, air control arbour, sliding fluted
chimney to allow for cleaning the hinging
top and glass replacement, together with a
wooden grip carrying bail and stout rear
mounting bracket, of quality brass
construction, 50cm high including handle
(1)

£200-300
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23* Candle-Powered Carriage Lamps. A
sided-pair of French-manufactured, squarepattern lamps by Montel & Cie of Marseille,
dating from the Edwardian period, they
feature bevel-edged and shaped front and
side glasses with an etched monogram
‘MT’ in the centre of each forward-facing
glass, pin-lock hinging side doors, candle
holders with their original linen-covered coil
springs, nickel-plated reflectors, mounting
brackets and decorative heat ventilators,
each being 52cm high, painted black
It is understood that the lamps were the property
of Madam Luisa Tetrazzini, an Italian coloratura
soprano who had a highly successful career
during the early 20th century.
(2)
£200-300

28* Coach Lamps. A sided-pair of candle
lamps, painted black with brass parts, AF
(2)

£80-120

24*
Royal Yachting Association. A
chromium-plated and four-colour enamel
car badge with a badge bar mounting clip,
8cm wide, in very good order
(1)

£80-120

26* R.A.C. Full Member’s Badge. A very
rare, circa 1908, type No 1 badge,
numbered B526, being the dashboardmounted type with a flat rectangle dais and
retaining its built-in angled mounting
bracket, which was frequently cut off, the
centre with a profile of the club’s royal
patron, Edward VII, with a rectangular union
flag verso, within a hollow-cast spoked
wheel supported by the god Mercury with
correct split wings, topped by the King’s
crown, the coloured enamels are sound,
and the badge possesses a delightful
patina, a delight, 17cm high
(1)

29* Tool Box. For running board mounting,
an original stout tool box with carrying
handles, brass weather stripping, rubber
matted top and brass padlock clasp, 22 x 11
x 11ins, AF
(1)

£80-120

£300-500

25* Junior Car Club. A car badge by
Elkington & Co., numbered J1286,
chromium-plating on brass with red, white
and black enamels
(1)

£80-120

27* Electric Horn. A French CICCA ‘Tenor’
6 volt vehicle horn, with an 11in (28cm) long
nickel-plated trumpet and a 4 inch throat
(1)

£100-150

30* M.G. Fire Bucket. Purchased in March
1981 upon the closure of the M.G. factory
on the instructions of British Leyland,
moulded fibreglass with handle, 11ins high
(1)
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£120-160

40 Motor Racing and other books, to
include: Automobile Connoisseur Number
3, Mille Miglia 1927 - 1957, History of the
Grand Prix Car by Doug Nye, Classic Racing
Cars, Mon Ami Mate by Chris Nixon, Ayrton
Senna by K. Strurm, FI World, Automobile
Year 1962-63 without dust jacket, and other
titles, all in good or better condition

31* Switches. Two porcelain and brass
switches, suitable for a veteran car, AF
(2)

£40-80

32*
Amilcar. A pictorial spare-parts
booklet for the 10cv, 24 pp. with welldefined illustrations and French text, greasy
pages, together with a promotional copper
ashtray for Amilcar
(1)

(a qty)

£100-150

£40-80

41 Large-Format Books. Jim Clarke - Life
at Lotus with its original slipcase, Historic
Car Grands Prix, 1992, Ferrari Testarossa,
The Cruel Sport by R. Daley, Boys Own
Stuff by Jim Loveridge, Motor Racing in the
1950s, British Auto Legends (unopened),
Lartigue et les Autos de Course with
English text, Mille Miglia 1988, etc., all in
good or better condition
(a qty)

33* M.G. - Safety Fast. An octagonal
hanging showroom sign, with bevelled
edges, central wording and its original
hanging chain, in sound condition save for
barely perceptible nibbles on some edges,
18in (46cm) across
(1)

£200-300

42 Formula One Books. Stirling Moss by
R. Edwards, Ferrari 250GT Story, Origins of
an FI Legend, 1950s Motor Sport in Colour,
Le Grand Prix de Pau, The Lotus Book, Piers
Courage and other FI books, all in good or
better condition
(28)

£80-120

37 Ferrari. 16 hardbound Books, to
include: Testarossa V-12, Grand Prix Ferrari
by Andrew Pritchard, Emotion Ferrari 19471972 by M. Louche, Ferrari by G. Eaton,
Ferrari by A. Lis, Ferrari 5th edition by Hans
Tanner, Ferrari Legend Road Cars, etc., all
in good, clean condition
(16)

£100-150

35 Norton. Three brochures for the years,
1924, 1932 and 1939, complete, but with
some water damage and creasing

38 Assorted Books. The Memories of
Louis Klemantaski ‘Portrait de Courses’,
BRM V16 by Karl Ludvigsen, Maserati
Sports & GT Cars, three good books about
Alfa Romeo, The Ford Country, etc., all in
good or better condition

(3)

(a qty)

(1)

£80-120

£30-60

£100-150

36* Maniacs on Wheels. A colourful
poster for the 1970-released film, which
included Graham Hill in the cast, 29 x 13in,
together with Steve McQueen featuring on
a Le Mans film advertising poster, 22 x
17in, both in good condition and mounted
in blue frames
(2)

34* Mobiloil. A rare petit double-sided
four-colour enamel advertising sign
showing a racing car (ERA) in profile, in
distressed condition but should respond to
cleaning and renovation, 16 x 9in (41 x
23cm)

£100-150

£100-150

39 Assorted Books. Time and Two Seats
with its slipcase, Les 24 Heures de Mans,
1981, Le Mans 1988, Le Mans 1990, FI
through the Lens, Ferrari by Hans Tanner,
Ferrari magazines numbered 1, 2, 3 and
other good titles, all in good or better
condition
(a qty)

£100-150
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43 Automobile Year. A good run of this
annual magazine from issue No 1 1953 to
2003/4, duplicates for years 1969/70 and
1967/68 without dust jacket, issue
numbers 13 and 39 missing, all of the later
issues in good fettle, some of the earlier
issues with damaged spines, AF
(50)

£400-600

44 Autocourse. A run of this annual book
from 1976 to 2011, issue 1978/79 missing,
all with good covers, some volumes
unopened, AF
(38)

£400-600

48* Shelsley Walsh. A poster advertising
the June 3 1939, International Hill Climb
with a sepia image of an ERA at speed in
1935, the poster having some age and
looking correct, the word ‘reproduction’ in
a similar font in the bottom right corner, 60
x 40cm
(1)

45
Bentley 3½ Litre Running and
Maintenance book. Numbered 11, 128 pp.
and supplements with a mauve wrap-round
cover with popper fastener, faded with light
spine damage, good text and images
(1)

£30-60

49* Photographs. Twenty-two monochrome
prints of motor racing scenes, and a
Freestone & Webb publicity image
(22)

£20-60

£100-150

52 Circa 1967 Ford Zephyr & Zodiac
album
of
publicity
monochrome
photographs, illustrating various models,
interiors, studio and picturesque views, all
housed in a three pin loose-leaf folder,
about 100 photographs, each 8 x 10in (20 x
26cm)
(1)

46* Photographs. A steel cabin trunk
containing a good collection of assorted,
mainly post-war negatives and prints,
covering various motoring events, some
continental rallies and occasions, also
included are 35mm transparencies in a
wooden box, Silverstone prints, London to
Brighton colour prints and other general
motoring scenes, various conditions
(a steel trunk)

£180-220

50 FIAT 600. A rare report on the ‘long
expected FIAT Baby’ at the 1955 Geneva
Motor Show by W. R. Turner of the Ford
Motor Co. Ltd., a hardback loose-leaf
volume I only, (volume 2 dealt with the
remainder of the show) covers the style
and manufacturing make-up of the motorcar, Pinin Farina, Vignale, and Allemano
coach-built bodies, road tests, photographs
of components and completed interiors,
etc., this copy supplied to Sir Patrick
Hennessy, the then Ford MD, a few loose
pages, otherwise sound, with silver titles
and decorated front cover
(1)

47* Marchal Aerolux. A sided-pair of
chromium-plated electric lamps, both with
fluted rear reflectors, and central bi-bars,
sound order, but both with small dents
(2)

£180-220

£100-150

51 Paris and London Motor Shows. A
1960 report by Judge & Kimball of the US
Planning Office, for the Ford Motor Co.
(Lincoln & Mercury Div) as an IntraCompany Communication, an illustrated
and specifications-filled document held in a
black loose leaf folder discussing European
design and merchandising trends, also, a
square-backed book of Ford Monthly
Production Reports between 1961 & 1967
and a Daimler-Benz report dated 1971,
spiral-bound, good, sound condition
(3)

£50-100

£80-120

53*
FORD. A folder of historic
monochrome copy photographs covering
Henry Ford and his first car, to 1960s
models, also, a 1961 album of publicity
photographs of the Ford Consul Classic
315, covering an African desert scenes,
‘Anechoic’
testing,
studio
shots,
component images and street scenes, also
the Ford Corsair, approximately 50
photographs depicting the vehicle in
various settings, about 150 photographs in
all, most 8 x 10in (20 x 26cm)
(3)

£120-160

54*
Press Photographs. A box of
assorted colour and monochrome
photographs, various sizes and settings
(a qty)

£50-100

55 Press Releases and Press Kits, mainly
from the 1990s, including some rare
examples for Ferarri, Alfa 33, Jaguar XK8,
MGF, Maserati, Chesil Speedster, 1993
Cadillac Allanté, Cobra Mk IV, Pininfarina,
Morgan, Rolls-Royce and Bentley, Lotus
Esprit etc., all in good or better condition
(2 cartons)

£100-150

56 Hardbound books. A miscellaneous
selection, to include the Rolls-Royce
Enthusiast Yearbook for 2010 (3 unopened)
and other titles, together with various
copies of the London to Brighton Car-Run
programmes, 1950s magazines and more
(a qty)

£30-60

57*
Press Photographs. A box of
assorted mainly British and American Ford
colour and monochrome photographs,
various sizes and settings
(a qty)
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£50-100

60 Rolls-Royce & Bentley. A set of three
books by Peter Pugh: ‘The First 40 Years’,
‘The Power Behind the Jets’ and a ‘Family
of Engines’, in excellent condition with their
dust jackets, and unusually retaining their
single slipcase
(3)

£50-100

63 Clark (Chris). The Lanchester Legacy,
being volume one, covering the marque
and its history between 1895 and 1931,
published 1995, detailing the models and
variants, 279pp. with index, also volume
three in the same series entitled ‘A
Celebration of Genius’, edited by John
Fletcher, 284pp., 1996, volume two is still
to be published?, both books with good
clean dust jackets, slight creasing to the
tops of the spines
(2)

58 The Beaulieu Encyclopaedia of the
Automobile, published in 2000 in two
volumes (Vol 1 A - L), (Vol 2 M - Z) by The
Stationery Office, London, Editor in Chief
Nick Georgano, foreword by Lord
Montagu of Beaulieu, each volume 11 x
8¾ inches (28 x 22cm), profusely
illustrated in colour and monochrome,
over 1800 pages in total, and about 1.5
million words of text, giving a detailed
background on every make and marque of
most known motor-cars, included is the
companion volume Encyclopaedia of
Automobile Coachbuilding, 2001, 390pp.,
all with dust jackets and in very good,
clean condition
These massive tomes were claimed to be ‘The
most comprehensive book ever written about the
world of cars and set to become a must-have for
anyone with a love of motoring’.
£200-300
(3)

61 Conway (Hugh). Bugatti Magnum, a
large book retaining its distinctive engineturned slipcase and chassis plate
numbered 1930, a comprehensive look at
Bugatti history, the family, the cars, the
company, the mechanics and the racing,
the book ends with a list of racing
successes, a register of chassis numbers
and a bibliography, limited to 2,000 copies,
this example is in near fine condition with
a blue cloth binding with a Bugatti logo
stamped to front board and silver title to
the spine, 560 pages, 800 monochrome
and 73 colour illustrations
(1)

59 Duncan (H.O.). The World on Wheels,
originally privately published by the author
in both single and two-volume guise, this
edition published by the V.C.C. using
original gatherings of the original 1926
printing, bound in cloth with a tan leather
spine, gilt title to the spine, with a matching
slipcase, 1201pp., profusely illustrated
throughout, a delightfully clean copy of this
seminal work, large 4to
(1)

£120-160

62 Collins (Paul & Stratton, Michael).
British Car Factories from 1896, 1993, an
historical, geographical, architectural and
technological survey, researched under the
auspices of the Ironbridge Institute, an
excellent work that catalogues 240
factories, and encompasses both large &
small motor-car manufacturers and their
products, many developing from the
Bicycle Trade, period photographs of the
many methods of primitive production
support the excellent stories in this book of
269pp., with a good dust jacket, slightly
creased at the top front edge
(1)

£50-100

64 Garnier (Peter). The Art of Gordon
Crosby, a rare 1st edition of this wellillustrated book, published in 1978 by
Hamlyn, together with Grand Prix Racing
1906 - 1914 by TASO Mathieson, published
by Connoisseur Auto, 1965, 260pp. with
good illustrations and text about the golden
age of motor racing, in sound condition, but
the slipcase a little rubbed on the corners,
plus The Grand Prix Car 1906 - 1939 by L.
Pomeroy, 1st edition, 1949, 418pp., without
cover, but in sound fettle
(3)
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£120-160

65
Robfeldt (K.J.). Rolls-Royce and
Bentley. All models from 1904 giving their
development
history,
production
specifications and technical data, profusely
illustrated with colour plates and black &
white illustrations, with English text,
published in 1991 by Haynes and Foulis, 1st
edition with its original slipcase, with silver
titles, in excellent condition
(1)

£100-150

66 Heal (Anthony S.). Sunbeam Racing
Cars 1910 -1930, 1st edition, 1989, 384pp.
including index, all edges gilt, including an
excellent collection of monochrome images
and photographs, and with an erudite text,
a rare brown leather-bound example,
numbered 19 of 100 issued, and signed by
the author, in excellent condition, with
original brown cloth slipcase
(1)

£100-200

£50-100

£150-200

70 Nichols (Ian & Karslake, Kent).
Motoring Entente, the story of Sunbeam,
Talbot and Darracq, 1st edition, 1956, and
Blight (Anthony), Georges Roesch and
the Invincible Talbot, 1st edition, 1970, both
with fair dust jackets, a little torn and
scuffed, together with Power and Glory by
William Court Grand Prix motor racing 1906
to 1951; The History of the Brooklands
Motor Course by Bill Boddy, the June 1957,
first single volume edition with a very good
later dust jacket; Brooklands Giants and
Aero-Engined Racing Cars both by Bill
Boddy; Cars and Coachbuilding by George
Oliver, 1st edition, 1981, and other
interesting titles
(a qty)

67 Larsen (Peter & Erickson, Ben). TalbotLago Grand Sport, 2 volumes, volume one
discusses the post-war years and Lago’s
life in good detail, together with detailed
analysis of the chassis and the coachbuilders, volume two supplies a detailed list
of every chassis laid down by the factory,
English text, 648pp. in total, with illustrated
dust jacket and slipcase, in excellent
condition
(1)

£150-200

68 Abeillon (Pierre). Talbot-Lago de
Course, a 2 volume limited edition set of
only 1500 published, this example
numbered 248, a complete overview of the
racing cars, covering the period 1936 to
1957, published in 1992, blue cloth, French
text, 840pp. with an illustrated slipcase, in
good condition save for a small bump at the
lower corner
(1)

£150-200

69 Dalton Watson Ltd published books.
The Classic Twin-Cam Engine by Griffith
Borgeson, 1981; Private Motor-Car
Collections of Great Britain by Peter Hugo,
1973; Lancia by Michael Frostick, 1976;
Vanden Plas Coachbuilders by Brian Smith,
1979 and B.M.W. by Michael Frostick, 1976,
also, Rolls-Royce the Derby Phantoms by
Lawrence Dalton, 1991, all six books are
1st editions and retain good dust jackets,
with just a little scuffing and some fraying
(6)

£180-220

£100-150

71 Sunbeam. Three books by Bruce
Dowell (and others), The Supreme Car 1899 to 1935, 2004; The Sunbeam 12-16hp
1910 to 1914, 2008; The 16 & 24hp
Sunbeam 1915 to 1924, 2012, all 1st
editions, and good clean copies with good
dust jackets, together with various other
Sunbeam bicycle and motor cycle books,
Sunbeam Aero-Engines by Alec Brew and
Talbot pamphlets
(12)

£100-150

72 Reference Material. Car Badges of the
World by Tim Nicholson, Price Guide and
Identification of Automobilia by Morris and
Gardiner, 1982, 1st edition, Motor Badges
by Brian Jewell, Automotive Mascots by
Kay and Spingate, The Shell Poster Book,
together with other titles, all in good
condition with good dust jackets where
appropriate
(11)

£80-120

73 Large-Format Books to include: the
Book of Motors by Laurence Cade; The
Wonder Book of Motors; Inside Great Cars;
Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Automobiles;
Encyclopaedia of the Car; Les Grandes
Routieres, etc., all in good, clean condition
(16)

£30-60

74 Marque Histories. A good selection to
include: Triumph Cars by Langworth &
Robson; Lanchester Motor Cars by Bird and
Hutton-Scott, 1965, 1st edition; The ThreePointed Star by Scott-Moncrieff; FIAT by
Michael Sedgwick, 1974, 1st edition;
Bugatti by Hugh Conway; The Vintage Alvis
by Peter Hull and N. Johnson, 1995 edition;
The Jowett Jupiter by Nankivell, 1981, 1st
edition; AC by Martyn Watkins; Allard by
David Kinsella; Frazer Nash by David Thirlby,
and other good titles, all in good or better
condition and with good dust jackets where
appropriate
(17)

£150-200
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75 Motoring Biographies. The Rootes
Brothers by John Bullock, 1993, 1st edition;
The Ricardo Story, 1992 edition; Sir William
Lyons by Porter and Skilleter; Joseph Grose
by Alan Burman; Man of Wolverhampton
the Life of Charles Marston; and other
good titles in clean condition
(11)

£30-60

76 Grancher (Jacques). Le Duel BugattiVoisin, a rare square-backed paperback, 1st
edition, 1982;
also, a box of other
interesting titles, to include handbooks and
maintenance books for Sunbeam (1956);
Wilson pre-selector gearboxes; ENV preselectors as used with M.G. etc.; The
Monte Carlo Rally by Graham Robson; The
Automobile
by
Hasluck,
special
subscription version of 1906, volume 3
only; and other interesting titles, all in good
or better condition
(a qty)

£30-60

77 Marque Histories. A good selection, to
include: Alvis - The story of the Red Triangle
by Kenneth Day; Aston Martin 1913-1947
by Inman Hunter; Talbot by Borgé and
Viasnoff, 1980 1st edition, with French text;
Lagonda by Geoffrey Seaton, 1988, 1st
edition; Alfa Romeo Tipo 6c by Andela
Cherrett, 1989, 1st edition; Maserati 19261975 by Crump and Rive Box, 1976 edition
with a sound dust jacket but faded spine,
together with other good books, all with
dust jackets where appropriate
(a qty)

£150-200

78 Motor Racing & Competition. A good
selection, to include: World Champion by
Gregor Grant, 1959, 1st edition with a
good, clean dust jacket; Racing and Sports
Car Chassis Design by Costin & Phipps,
1961, 1st edition with a good dust jacket,
some scratching and creasing to the
corners; and The Sports Car in Design and
Performance by Colin Campbell, 1954, 1st
edition with a good dust jacket but with
creasing and paper loss on the spine, plus
more modern racing history books in good
fettle
(23)

£80-120

79 British Trial Drivers. Their Cars and
Awards 1929-1939 and British Rally Drivers
1925 - 1939 by Donald Cowbourne,
together with other titles, to include:
Classic Car Profiles; Brown Brothers
Catalogue for March 1931; Norton Rotaries
by Kris Perkins; Lure of Speed and Motor
Racing, both by Segrave and without dust
jackets, and many other good titles
(approx. 70)

£30-60

80 Motor Sport. A complete run from
volume 26 (1950) to volume 63 (1987), the
first 15 volumes in dark blue bindings with
gilt lettering and banding to the spines, the
remainder in standard black cloth and gilt
lettering publisher’s bindings, clean and dry
(38)

£50-100

81 A Good Selection to include: World
Car Catalogues for 1966, 1968, 1971 and
1978; Pininfafrina Albums Nos 9 and 10;
Lagonda - An illustrated History 1900 1950; and other good titles in various
conditions
(20)

£50-100

85 Triple-M Year Books and other MG
Literature. A (broken) run of Year Books,
the earliest being that for 1973, followed by
those for 1979, 1980, 1982, 1984, 1985 and
1986/87 (these 6 all with biro annotations
along the top of the front covers), then
1988/89 to 1992 inclusive, 1994, and 1997
to 2013 inclusive, these all being clean and
unmarked, also included with the lot are
three Brooklands Books paperbacks: MG
Cars The Early Years, MG Cars in the
Thirties, and MG Cars 1935-1940, Jonathan
Edwards’ MG TF Super Profile hardback, a
large horizontal format paperback volume
entitled Dashboards by David Holland,
published by Phaidon, 1999 Reprint, and a
quantity of other MG brochures and leaflets

(a qty)

£100-150

83 Raymond (Robert). Stirling Moss, a
1st edition biography published by MRP,
1953, signed by Stirling Moss in blue
ballpoint pen on the front free end paper;
together with The Ferrari by Hans Tanner,
1964 revised edition; Continental Sports
Cars by W. Boddy, 1951 1st edition; British
Grand Prix by Richard Hough, 1st edition,
1958; Bugatti by H G Conway, 1st edition,
1963; The Le mans Story by G. Fraichard
translated by Louis Klemantaski, 1st
edition, 1954; The History of the TT by R.
Hough, 1st edition, 1957; together with
other 8vo books, all with dust jackets but
with fading and tears
(10)

£100-200

84 Lyndon (Barré). Combat, 1st edition,
1933, 333pp.; also by the same author,
Motor Racing and Record Breaking with
George Eyston, 1st edition, 1935, both
without dust jackets; Wheelspin by C.A.N.
May, 1st edition, 1945, with its correct dust
jacket; together with other M.G. subject
books
(8)

(1)

£80-120

86
Assorted
Handbooks
and
maintenance publications to include
examples for M.G. by Blower, Landrover 86
and 107 for 1954, Sunbeam Talbot 90, 1953,
Morris Eight, 1935, Porsche Technical
Manual, 1961, Triumph Stag Workshop
Manual, 1970 and many others, also, a
typed publication ‘Development of German
Grand Prix Racing Cars, report No 1755’
dated 1934/39, 90pp. with plates and
diagrams, various conditions

90 Motor Sport: Volumes 1 to 28. A
complete run of 27 volumes bound in dark
blue cloth of varying conditions, with gilt
lettering to the spines, the rare three issues
of Volume 5 (not copies, but without covers
and advertisements) are bound in at the
back of Volume 6 (although the spine is
labelled Volume 5), volume 1 is labelled
‘The Brooklands Gazette’, there is wear to
the spines of most of Volumes 1 to 18 (the
spines are missing from Volumes 8 and 11,
the others are mostly faded, and the back
cover of Volume 12 is loose), volumes 1 &
2 have an index at the front of each volume,
volumes 1 to 16 and 22 to 25 are bound
without their covers and advertisements,
the rest have their covers and the last three
volumes include advertisements, the
contents of all the volumes appear to be
generally clean and sound, a duplicate copy
of issue Number 1 from Volume 13 is
loosely inserted at the back of Volume 12

(a qty)

(27)

(a qty)

82 Profile Publications. A 1966 set from
number 1 to 96 (believed) of loose issues
held in green binders, together with The
Motor Year Book for 1952 to 1956 without
dust jackets; the T. R. Nicholson
identification books; Private Motor-Car
Collections of Great Britain, by Peter Hugo,
a Dalton Watson book, 1973 1st edition;
together with other interesting titles,
various conditions

89 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith Running
and Maintenance book. Dated June 1951,
Numbered XXI, 103pp. and supplements
with a wrap-round cover and popper
fastener, faded with light spine rubbing,
good text and images

£50-100

£100-150

87 Brochures to include: Austin Seven
Commer
Countryman
broadsheet,
commercial vehicles of 1953 with an intact
spiral binding, Sunbeam Talbot 90, a 16pp
colour brochure with supplements, Jaguar
Mk 2 models being spiral-bound, 12pp.,
together with a typed Maserati general
data and information for car ID AM107,
greasy cover
(5)

£80-120

88 Bentley 4¼ Litre Handbook for the
Mk VI. Dated December 1950, numbered
VIII, 113 pp., wrap-round black cover with
gilt titles and popper fastener, some fading
and oil marks to pages, otherwise good
(1)

£80-120

91 The Railway Magazine. A long run of
52 bound volumes from Volume 66, Jan
1930 to Volume 120, Dec 1974, all in red or
maroon bindings with gilt lettering, though
not uniform, the early volumes (1930 to
1938) are bound half-yearly (i.e. two
volumes to a year) and have indices bound
in at the front, thereafter the magazines are
bound with each volume containing a year’s
magazines, but without indices, the
volumes for 1939 to 1941, 1951 to 1956,
and Nov 1963 to Dec 1974 are all bound
with their covers and advertisements, the
rest without, the bindings of the two
volumes making up 1937 are rather worn,
and the binding for the year 1939 is very
worn, the spine almost detached and the
title page loose, worn and creased, though
complete, the rest of the bindings appear
to be sound, although there are a few loose
pages here and there
(52)

£30-60

13

£500-1000

£200-300

96 The Autocar 1907, being Volumes XVIII
No. 588 (Jan 26th, 1907) to 610 (June 29th,
1907), with the folding supplementary
photograph of the Committee of the Royal
Automobile Club (with frayed edges)
loosely inserted, bound without covers in
dark green cloth, also a volume in faded
green cloth containing sixteen issues
dating between 1905 and 1915; as follows:
Jan 28th, Nov 11th, 18th & 25th, 1905;
Christmas Number, Dec, 1906; and a run of
issues from July 3rd to Sep 11th 1915, all
appear to be in good, clean condition,
without flaking
(2)

92 The Railway Magazine Illustrated. A
set of four volumes in publisher’s bindings,
comprising Volumes I to IV, including the
monthly issues from July 1897 to June
1899 inclusive, bound without covers or
advertisements, uniformly bound in dark
green cloth with black and gilt lettering to
the spines, and volumes II to IV have all
edges gilt, profusely illustrated with
photographs, line drawings, maps and text
figures, Volume I includes a large folding
map of The International Company’s Palace
Hotels, and Volume III includes a folding
colour plate of Great Northern Railway
Express Locomotive No. 990, the cloth
bindings are very slightly rubbed, and there
is some browning of pages due to the age
of the volumes, but altogether a very
attractive set of volumes
(4)

£100-200

93 The Autocar 1901, being Volumes VI,
Number 271 (Jan 5th) to Number 296 (June
29th, bound in purple cloth, with full
editorial pages, but without covers, good
crisp and clean pages, without flaking,
paper loss or cropping
(1)

£200-250

97 Benjafield (J.D.). Bentley at Le Mans,
a Motor Racing Scrapbook No 5, 1948, 48
pp., with a correct plastic spine (two cracks)
otherwise in good fettle, also, ‘WO’ the
Autobiography of W.O. Bentley, 4th
impression, 1958, with a protected dust
jacket; Full Throttle by Tim Birkin, a 3rd
edition with the ‘apology statement’ after
the half title, without dust jacket, a little
foxing but a clean copy; Technical Facts of
the Vintage Bentley, 2nd edition, 1956, with
a clean cover, a booklet about Amherst
Villiers Superchargers and another book
(6)

(3)

100 Rolls-Royce. An instruction for the
care of Rolls-Royce Cars, 2nd edition,
147pp. petit book for the 40/50hp chassis
nos. 1700 to 2699 (1914), well-defined text
and monochrome images, a good blue
cloth cover with gilt titles and penny
corners, the spine tight, but a little
feathered at the lower edge, some rubbing
and soiling, but actually a nice example
(1)

£100-150

£100-150

101 Ducellier Phares 1911 Catalogue,
136pp. vertical format, cord-tied squarebacked prestige catalogue with delightful
colour images of various projectors and
headlamps, highly detailed description of
the company’s manufactured output,
several small stains on the cover, lightly
feathered edges, otherwise very clean,
French text

£200-250

(1)

£100-150

102 Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow II &
Bentley T2 1978. An Owner’s Handbook
and other publications for chassis 33455,
held in a brown plastic folder, TSD 4209, a
little damp-staining, some ballpoint
manuscript

£200-250

£300-400

£100-150

98 Pomeroy (Laurence). The Grand Prix
Car, 1st edition, 1949, with 420 pp. and the
corrigenda booklet in the rear cover pocket,
with dust jacket, albeit sellotape on the top
and lower edge, also Power & Glory 19061951 by William Court, 1st edition, 1966,
353 pp. and index with a good dust jacket,
and The Grand Prix Car 1954-1966 by LJK
Setright, 1st edition, 1968, 422pp., with a
good, albeit faded dust jacket

95 The Autocar 1902, being Volumes VIII
and IX (Part), starting with Number 323 (Jan
4th) to Number 362 (Oct 4th), three
volumes in plum-coloured cloth, the spines
worn, each volume lacking its front free
endpaper but pages in very clean
uncropped condition
(3)

(1)

£100-150

94 The Autocar 1901, being Volume VII,
Number 297 (July 6th) to Number 322 (Dec
28th), bound in purple cloth, with full
editorial pages, but without covers, good
crisp and clean pages, without flaking,
paper loss or cropping
(1)

99 Pomeroy (Laurence). The Grand Prix
Car, Volume II, a 1956 revised edition of the
1954 1st edition, with 344 pp. including
index, graphs and illustrations by L.C.
Cresswell, a good clean example with a
sound dust jacket, albeit slightly stained,
rubbed headband and a short tear

(1)

Lot 99

14

£50-100

103 Bentley Continental brochure, dated
July 1961, 6 pages of colour images, grey
card cover with a plastic spine with one
crack, separate price card present, the
cover a little age-stained, otherwise good,
together with a Bentley S2 brochure, 12
pages, to include the long wheelbase
elements and colour chart, a sewn black
plastic cover with a gilt title, clean and tidy
(2)

£80-120

106 M.G. Mille Miglia. A record of the
M.G. victory in the Italian 1000-mile race,
dated 1933, the 52pp. book includes
excellent monochrome illustrations of the
K3s taking part, descriptive text, maps and
cut-away drawings by Max Millar, bound in
cream card with brown text and the Fasces
insignia, cord-tied, cover a little soiled with
blue ink staining and some bumping to the
cover edges
(1)

104 Bentley Motors Ltd. A 1938, 31pp.
large format, cord-tied brochure for the 4¼litre, possessing 10 tipped-in monochrome
images of body styles and views of each
side of the engine bay, detailed text and
specifications, also featured, tied to the
centre, is the 4pp. Over-Drive Gearbox
announcement together with the (usually
missing)
loosely
inserted
Autocar
promotional reprint, the latter and title page
with an Edwards & Co showroom label, the
card cover is a little soiled with split edges,
some paper loss and hardly noticeable tape
to the spine, the editorial has some foxing
to the free end-papers, otherwise clean
and tidy
(1)

£100-150

105 Bentley - Again 1928. A 29pp. Le
Mans 24-hour race successes brochure,
cord-tied gilt-embossed blue card covers,
describing and illustrating the second
consecutive win for Bentley Motors,
printed in red, well-defined monochrome
images, cover edges a little rubbed and
creased, editorial very good, some foxing
to the free end-papers, original spine intact,
small 4to
(1)

£300-500

109 Bentley Speed Six - 1930. A large
format ‘The Silent Speed Six’ Leaflet No
31, dated January 1930, possibly the first
Speed Six brochure, 8pp. including cover,
with well-defined images of the engine,
chassis, two and four-door Weyman bodied
saloons, component parts, specifications in
green and black text, some spotting and
light soiling to the front and rear cover, ink
manuscript at the top edge, but original
cotton-tied spine intact
(1)

£180-220

£100-150

107 M.G. The Luck of the Game - Again.
Being the Story of the 1934 TT Race by
Barré Lyndon, 24pp. including the cream
cover, well-illustrated and packed with
information about the International Race,
including an almost minute-by-minute,
page-by-page bulletin of the event,
accompanied by sepia photographs and a
double-page impression, by Bryan de
Grineau, of the winning Magnette, 28 x
18cm, intact spine with original staples,
front a little soiled, but editorial good
(1)

£100-150

108 Bentley Plus Four - 1930. A very rare
40pp. promotional booklet being a
‘Souvenir of the Eighth Grand Prix
d’Endurance 24 Hour International Road
Race at le Mans - 21st & 22nd June 1930’,
celebrating Bentley’s fifth win, (four times
consecutively), the red-printed text
describes the first and subsequent wins in
detail, enhanced by photographic images
and artwork by Bryan de Grineau, with
original staples, the light brown outer
covering has been repaired with sellotape
at the spine, with outer cover paper loss
and general soiling, much of it cleanable,
the editorial and content good, save for
impressed staining on the title-page

110 Bentley 4½ Litre. A large-format
leaflet No 32, dated January 1930, 12pp.
including the cover and featuring on page
10 and 11, ‘The New Supercharged Bentley
4½ Litre’ illustrating the ‘Le Mans’ car with
its Amherst Villiers Mk IV supercharger,
also with well-defined images of the
engine, chassis, sporting four-seater,
Weyman bodied saloon, component parts,
specifications and prices, the prices of the
supercharged
model
with
printed
reductions, generally in very good order,
the cotton-tied spine is intact, albeit there
are several part splits and light staining.
Please handle with care.

(1)

(1)

£150-200

15

£350-450

111 Bentley - The New Eight Litre. An
‘Advance Particulars’ brochure No 34, dated
October 1930, this is an example of the first
‘Eight Litre’ brochure with 16pp. including
cover, well-defined images of the engine,
chassis, component parts, specifications
and coachwork including a Weymann
Coupé, Limousine, and Sedanca Coupé De
Ville, with a chassis price of ,850, the
original cotton-tied spine intact albeit with a
short split, soiling to the front and rear
cover, much of it cleanable, the editorial is
good, but with a few rubbing marks
(1)

£180-220

112 Bentley - Six Cylinder 6½ Litre
Model. Probably Bentley’s first six cylinder
leaflet No 9 dated August 1926, 8pp.
including cover, well-defined images of the
engine, chassis, two Weyman bodied
saloons, component parts, specifications
and prices in red and black text, the original
cotton-tied spine intact, albeit with a split
top and bottom, water damage on the
lower fore-edge of each page, some
surface loss and the odd stain, editorial
good
(1)

£100-150

114 The Bentley 4½ Litre - 1928. A
catalogue numbered 26 and dated October
1928, 16pp. with excellent photographic
images of the engine, component parts,
chassis, specifications, prices, dimensions
and four body styles illustrated, the cream
card cover with a gilt label, original cord and
colour decorated pages in near perfect
condition save for several light marks
(1)

£300-400

116 Rolls-Royce 20-25hp. A circa 1934
36pp. large format cord-tied brochure with
a single-fold chassis line drawing, good line
drawings of the engine, component parts,
braking system and specifications, six sepia
photographs are tipped-in, showing
different body styles, Landaulet, Touring
Saloon, Sedanca and DHC, together with
the often missing loose page covering the
Seven Seat Limousine, the cover a little
rubbed and creased on the corners and
spine, a Paddon Bros rubber stamp,
manuscript date in ink, the editorial in very
good order
(1)

113 The Three Litre Bentley - 1924. A rare
cord-tied brochure, 32pp. with a tipped-in
colour plate a three-litre at speed by F.
Gordon Crosby, sepia images of component
parts, photogravure style images of six
body styles to include the Speed Model,
specifications, prices, testimonials, racing
successes, and dimensions, the brown card
cover with an embossed winged goddess,
original cord missing (replaced?), the lower
front edge of the cover creased and rubbed,
and the fore-edge feathered, some water
damage, (cleanable?), the oiled-tissue end
papers intact
(1)

115 Beverley 22-90hp. A 12pp. landscape
style brochure for this 2956cc ‘Straight
Eight’ motor-car circa 1930, illustrating the
engine, two chassis lengths, components
and the four-door saloon at 75, with a
brown card cover, corners folded and title
page a little creased, but editorial good
(1)

£80-120

117 George Wylder & Co., Coachwork. A
14 page, landscape cord-tied brochure
dating circa 1930, the company being
founded in 1923, the pages giving side
views of various designs including their
Brooklands Models, Sports Tourers, DHC,
Close-Coupled Saloon, etc., a black card
cover, a little scratched, but otherwise
clean and tidy
(1)

£400-600

16

£180-220

£80-120

118 1924 Vauxhall 23-60 & 30-98hp
prestige brochure, dated January 1924,
24pp., discussing in much detail the
attributes of both motor-cars, with good
contrast monochrome images and
photographs include colour artwork, the 3098hp Velox is discussed with specifications,
competition successes, scenes at the
works, materials used, weights, etc., in the
rear pocket are 8 sepia images of
coachwork for the 23-60hp and the 30-98hp
Velox, in delightful condition, the original
cord-tied cream cover lightly soiled, the
edges with gentle creases, otherwise very
good
(1)

120 A.C. Cars Ltd. A circa 1935 16pp.
brochure covering the 16/60hp Ace
Greyhound Saloon, DHC, Aero Saloon,
16/70hp Sports and 16/80hp Competition
Sports, including the chassis and
components, the tonal line drawings by
Harold Connolly, an inserted page
discussing the imaging the 1935 Monte
Carlo Rally, staples intact but centre pages
loose, brown cover lightly scuffed
(1)

£100-120

123 Vauxhall Motor Carriages: The 14-40
H.P. Model. Vertical format, cord-tied, No.
27-1 (14), issued October 1926, 16pp. and
green card covers with dark green titling
and the Vauxhall emblem embossed in
gold/dark green, the text is printed in black
and mid-blue, with a colour frontispiece of
‘A favourite domed-roofed saloon: the 1440 Vauxhall ‘Wyndham’, another colour
illustration of the ‘Princeton’ five-seater
touring car, and other black-and-white
illustrations of interior, chassis, engine and
gearbox, the rear pocket holds seven fullpage sepia images of The ‘Bedford’;
‘Grafton’;
‘Welbeck’;
‘Wyndham’;
‘Princeton’; ‘Melton’ and Kimberley’, all
have detailed descriptions of the models,
prices and dimension diagrams on the
reverse, VGC, 11.5 x 9in, (29 x 23cm)
(1)

£140-180

£500-700

121 Packard Motor Cars 1909, having 32
pp. and a dark grey card cover, promoting
the Packard Thirty, with detailed text,
images of the offices and workshop, with
illustrations of several Runabouts, CloseCoupled Body, Limousine, Landaulet,
Tourer, Demi-Limousine and the Eighteen
Town Car, with original staples, a little
creasing to some of the Catalogue pages
and a fold mark on the cover front
(1)

119 Auto-Carriers Ltd. A 1922 petit
‘abridged’ 16pp. catalogue for the AC Light
Car outlining the specifications for the AllWeather, 4-Seater, The Coupé, together
with the Brooklands and Sporting Models,
included are AC successes from 1919 to
June 1921, a clean cover save for light
soiling, circular sticker and rubber stamp of
the Wimbledon Motor Works Ltd.
(1)

£60-90

£100-120

122 Frazer-Nash Light Cars 1928. A 12pp.
quarto brochure with a mid-brown stapled
card cover and a Frazer-Nash logo on the
front, it discusses the three and four seater
‘Fast Tourer’, ‘Super Sports’, ‘Boulogne’ and
‘Supercharged Boulogne’ with images of
the 3-Seater and The Vitesse with hoods
down and up, with original staples albeit a
little rusty, sound content but the pages a
little rubbed, the cover edges minimally
feathered and a gentle vertical fold
(1)

£180-220
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124 M.G. TC-Series Midget. An Export
Edition brochure with 14pp. including cover,
specifications and good images, some light
creasing to the cover, also, a four-fold 1930s
Midget brochure, distressed
(2)

£80-120

125 Premier-Weidely 1914. a rare 8pp.
brochure with a grey cover and dark green
titles, good illustrations in a landscape
format, some page staining, stapled cover
with feathered edges
(1)

£20-40

126
Talbot. A petit saddle-stitched
brochure covering 1935 factory production,
48pp. and a centre-spread illustration of the
3½ litre chassis and engine by F. Gordon
Crosby, excellent monochrome promotional
images of most models and body-styles, to
include the 65, 75, 95, 105 and 3½ litre
models, with prices and specifications, also
a similar 1933 brochure with 24pp., printed
in sepia, both in good clean condition, the
front covers with signs of label removal
(2)

130 H. R. Owen of Berkley Square. A
large catalogue illustrating and discussing
the company’s coachwork, dated 1937,
included are tipped-in colour comparisons
of coaching and Rolls-Royce and Bentley
coach-built chassis, spiral bound, the cover
soiled
and
spine
broken,
also,
Coachbuilding Past & Present, a hardbound
promotional book for Hooper & Co., 80pp.
and advertisements, to include those for
Rolls-Royce and Bentley, clean order, but
the spine torn
(2)

134
Action - M.G. 1935. An 8pp.
landscape-style
publicity
brochure
celebrating the entrants, events and wins
at various European events of 1935,
Malcolm Campbell illustrated on the front
cover, a sound copy, with light rust on the
staples, a little creasing to the top, spine
rubbed
(1)

£80-120

£120-140

£60-90

129 Lanchester 40hp. Dated 1919, ‘A
Preliminary Description’ with four tipped-in
sepia images, to include the rare sports
racer, and vignettes of Lanchester inspired
WWI RNAS vehicles, good condition save
for some surface loss on several pages,
also, Lanchester 18, a 1937 portfolio
containing 8 separate sheets, Nos. 2 to 6
double-sided sheets showing various
coachwork in colour, to include the Tickford
Cabriolet, together with three double-fold
specification sheets, all held in a folder with
silver tooling, the latter trimmed on the
fore-edge and spine creases
(2)

£250-300

£80-120

128 B.S.A. Scout. ‘The Car for Sporting
People’. A 1937 brochure, 12pp. landscape
with quality monochrome images of all
models to include the Four-Seater de luxe
and Coupé de Luxe, with specs and prices,
retailers’ stamps on the front cover, with
black pen, also, a Sept 1936 sepia-printed
‘Preliminary Edition’, 12pp. including the
cover, in good order with two retailers’
stamps
(2)

(1)

£60-80

127 Talbot 14-45. A rare petit landscape
brochure dated Oct 1928, 32pp. and grey
cover, outlining specifications, colours and
body styles by the Darracq Company, ‘what
the press say’, ‘letters’ and component
vignettes, the cover a little soiled and page
edges ‘thumbed’, staples rusty and page
7/8 torn, also, Talbot Cars, a cord-tied
brochure dated Oct 1930, 28pp. and figured
black card cover, promoting and imaging
models Light Six, 14-45, 75, 90 and on
page 19, the ‘Ninety’ Brooklands Tourer and
the De Luxe Sports, very good, clean
condition
(2)

133 The History and Development of
the Sunbeam Car 1899-1924 being a
‘Souvenir of a Quarter of a century of
Sunbeam Success and Service’, a rare
square-backed book with 53pp., brown
card cover and good monochrome images
of cars, aircraft and travelling, the cover and
spine without damage apart from a deep
rub on the front cover

131 ALTA Car & Engineering Co., Ltd. A
circa 1935 rare brochure of 4pp. with a
central cut-away image by Max Millar of the
‘The Alta 9hp & 15hp Supercharged Two
Seater’, also specifications and details
about racing service, the brown card cover
with original staples rusting and centrefold
loose, ball-point date on cover, otherwise
good
(1)

£120-160

132 M.G. Two-Litre. A 4pp. landscape
brochure dating from 1936, with a full-page
colour illustration by F. Gordon Crosby, with
its tissue-guard, sepia vignettes of various
components, together with its three
double-sided coachwork cards in the rear
pocket, generally in good fettle, also a
brochure for the ‘One and half Litre’, with
fold-out pages, colour drawings by Harold
Connolly, detailed specifications, waxed
paper dust jacket, creased and with paper
loss at the edges
(2)

£80-120

£60-90

135 Bentley - Again 1928. A 29pp. Le
Mans 24-hour race successes brochure,
cord-tied gilt-embossed blue card covers
with original tissue, describing and
illustrating the second consecutive win for
Bentley Motors, small 4to, printed in red,
well-defined monochrome images, it
comes with a profile No 56, cover a little
rubbed, editorial very good, some foxing to
the free end-papers, original spine intact
(2)
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£300-500

140 OM (Officine Meccaniche) Tipo 465
12/15 Series III. A rare 1922 instruction and
maintenance booklet, 95pp. with a grey
card cover, excellent images for
components and two body-styles, with
French text, good, clean condition, the
cover edges a little feathered
(1)

136 The Three Litre Bentley. A large,
prestigious cord-tied brochure numbered
No 15 and dated October 1926, 27pp. with
excellent
photographic
images
of
component parts, Speed Model attributes,
seven body styles on both chassis types,
specifications, prices, vignettes of interiors,
and much more, the brown card cover with
a gilt label, original cord, the top and front
edge of the cover a little feathered, the title
page thumbed but believed cleanable,
otherwise sound
(1)

£120-160

141
The 1904 Darracq and its
Management by Archibald Ford of
Liverpool, a 69pp. booklet illustrating and
describing the workings of the marque
dating back to 1901, the pages include a
glossary, detailed descriptions and wellcontrasted images of component parts,
chassis layout, a fold-out depiction of the
12hp long chassis car with limousine
coachwork, and similar for the chassis, line
drawings with explanations, the gearbox
explained, etc., advertisements for The
Autocar, School of Motoring, Salsbury
Lighting, Wellasaline Motor Oils, a list of
authorised agents and much more, a green
hard cover with black titles, a hint of
thumbing on the spine area, the first page
showing signs of splitting from the spine,
otherwise in sound condition, no loose
pages
(1)

£80-120

£80-120

139 M.G. Two-Litre (SA) Instruction
Manual, 94pp. and a grey card cover with
metal clip held pages, the original dated
1936, and this revised issue dated 1946. gilt
titles to the cover, excellent images and
detailed text, the cover in good, clean
condition, save for a small tear at the upper
edge, pages crisp and free of finger marks
(1)

£120-160

144 Jaguar. A circa 1947 large format,
prestige brochure with high-quality colour
images, tri-lingual specifications of each
model, the models featured are the Mk V
3.5 litre saloon, DHC, the XK120, 2.5 litre
saloon, 2 litre XK100, engine pictures
together with colour schemes and detailed
guarantee, all held in a white plastic spiral
binding with a figured cream card cover in
delightfully clean condition
(1)

£250-350

£400-600

138 M.G. M-Type 8/33 Midget. A 1931-2
‘Manual’ with good images and detail,
metal clip held pages to a light green card
cover and a fold-out chassis oiling chart, the
cover a little feathered on the edges, the
editorial good and clean
(1)

(1)

£150-200

137
Alfa Romeo 1500cc. ‘Use and
Maintenance’ booklet circa 1931, 64pp. and
four fold-out specification sheets, red
buckram cover with gilt tooling, wateredsilk endpapers, a crayon scribble on the
foreword page and light pencil date on the
front cover, pages a little loose
(1)

143 Vauxhall 25. Dated Sep 1936, a
prestige
landscape
saddle-stitched
brochure of 26pp. publicising the Saloon;
Tickford Foursome Coupé by Salmon &
Sons; Wingham Cabriolet by Martin Walter;
Grosvenor Sports and the Seven Seat
Saloon; Continental Touring Saloon by
Connaught, also tonal vignettes of
accoutrements on the front and rear endpapers, sound editorial, but the cover a little
soiled, with an Adams & Gibben agency
stamp

£80-120

142 1903 - The Lanchester Motor and
Carriage. A two-volume set, ‘Descriptive
Manual’ dated January 1903 and ‘Driving
Manual’ of a similar period, Manual I having
73pp. and Manual II starting at page 73 and
continuing to 197, full of good images of
component parts, chassis layout, engine,
controls, wheels, steering and the like,
Manual II explaining the controls, driving
skills, maintenance and tools available,
matched black bindings with gilt titles, the
title-page and front endpaper missing from
Manual I, both books have seen ‘use’, but
are fundamentally sound
(2)

£200-300

19

145 Frazer-Nash. A selection of rare
material, to include pamphlets for the post
WWII ‘Sports’, ‘Le Mans’ replica, ‘Mille
Miglia’, ‘Targa Florio Gran Sport’, ‘TwoSeater’ and ‘Competition’ models, with a
specifications sheet and a 1954 leaflet, all
in good, clean condition
(a qty)

£200-300

146 Frazer-Nash. An interesting grouping,
to include a petit Frazer-Nash-Bristol
handbill, the Frazer-Nash Grand Sports of
1953 with $ prices, an 8pp. monochrome
leaflet and colour frontispiece for the 1948
‘High Speed’ & ‘Fast Tourer’ models, a 4pp.
leaflet about the ‘Sebring’ & ‘Competition’
specifications, also, Brief Specifications
handbill, colour handbills, etc., all in good,
clean condition
(a qty)

£200-300

154 Chrysler New Yorker. A 20pp. 1952
colour brochure for the model range; also,
a 12pp. colour brochure for the Imperial and
a 16pp. brochure for the 1955 Chrysler
Windsor Deluxe, the covers a little soiled,
staples rusting
(3)

£40-60

155 Sunbeam 1922 Models. A rare
American brochure with 32pp. and a cream
cover, discussing the 1922 model range
from the 14hp chassis to the 24/60hp
saloon, good, clean condition, several
rubber stamps on the cover, to include
‘Detroit Public Library’
(1)

147 Frazer-Nash - B.M.W. Three leaflets:
a 1937, two-fold opening broadsheet
illustrating and listing class successes at
events though out the year; a similar 8pp.
supplementary leaflet covering the period
Sep 1937 to Sep 1938; and a ‘Success in
Competition’ two-fold leaflet covering, in a
similar style, the 1935 and 1936 season, all
in good fettle with only short edge splits
(3)

£200-300

148 B.M.W. Three rare sales brochures:
an 8pp. landscape leaflet for the Type 326
Limousine, coded dated A182-15 October
1936, some feathering to the edges and
surface creasing; a two-fold broadsheet for
the 1935 factory models; and a similar
three-fold broadsheet for the 1939 factory
models, German text, the last with foldsplits. Please handle with care
(3)

£200-300

149 Moto Guzzi, a circa 1960, 4pp.
promotional sales brochure for the 110cc
Zigolo and the 235cc Lodola, good, clean
condition
(1)

£40-60

150 Frazer-Nash Light Cars. A 1928 12pp.
book with a mid-brown stapled card cover
and a Frazer-Nash logo on the front, it
discusses the three and four seater ‘Fast
Tourer’, ‘Super Sports’, ‘Boulogne’ and
‘Supercharged Boulogne’, with images of
the 3-Seater and The Vitesse with hoods
down and up, with original staple, good
cover and pages, light feathering to the top
edge
(1)

£200-300

151 Panhard et Lavassor 1912. A large
folio-size, prestige colour brochure of the
highest quality, with eight large and good
contrasted three-quarter colour views of
each motor-car tipped-in, The 4-seater
Torpedo, Open drive Coupé, Open drive
Limousine, Trois-Quarts Limousine 24hp,
Torpedo, Double Coupé, Petit Commercial
and 2-seater Sports Coupé offered in both
12hp and 30hp guise, also specifications
and detailed text in French, the catalogue
with highly unusual woven covers with
rough-cut end-papers and bound in a faux
leather stiff binding with a riveted circular
brass PL logo on the cover front, the cover
in well-rubbed and scratched condition, the
editorial very good
(1)

£100-200

£80-120

156
Sunbeam 1924 Models. Dated
November 1923, a 48pp. cord-tied brochure
illustrating, with full specifications and
prices, the 1924 models, together with
vignettes of road scenes, works and repair
depots, some soiling on the title page, the
cover sound, albeit a little scuffed
(1)

£80-120

157
The Supreme Sunbeam. A
promotional brochure, being the story of
Major Segrave’s record of 203mph on 27th
March 1927, 24pp. and brown card cover
with embossed orange tooling, excellent
monochrome images of the car in chassis
and completed forms, with detailed text
(1)

£80-120

158 Sunbeam 14hp Handbook. Dated
June 1923, 47pp. with a fold-out chassis
diagram, discussing in detail the workings
of the motor-car, to include wet liners,
Autovac, wiring, clutch brakes etc., with
good illustrations, some oil marks to the
cover, pages generally good
(1)

£50-100

159 Sunbeam 40/60hp Spare Parts.
Dated February 1928, 76pp. with index &
cover, illustrating and listing all component
parts with prices, sound order, but pages
and cover soiled
(1)

£40-80

152 Porsche. A number of brochures
covering the 911 Carrera 2, 911 Carrera 2
Tiptonic, 911 Carrera 4 and 911 Turbo, also,
1990 period brochures covering the 1993
model range and the 1991 technical data
of all models, all in good fettle, some
ballpoint ink

160 Sunbeam 20/60hp Handbook. Dated
December 1924, a leatherette wrap-around
cover with gilt tooling, double-folded
chassis diagram, 72pp. including index,
loose spine and soiled pages, a good
working copy

(8)

(1)

£40-60

153 AC 428 Convertible. A circa 1967, 8pp.
landscape-style brochure, covering the
Convertible and Fastback, also, brochures for
the Ferrari model range of 1987 (2) and the
Aston Martin DB7, all in good, clean condition
(4)

£40-60

161 Lanchester 40hp. A ‘Preliminary
Description’ brochure of 1919, 12pp. with
inserted card pages and four tipped-in sepia
images of the proposed models, a quality
production in good fettle, slight paper loss
to the front cover and a circular label
(1)
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£40-80

£80-120

162 Jones Speedometer. A rare cord-tied
brochure dated 1911, 36pp. describing and
illustrating their models and drives, to
include the Competition Model, sound
condition, yet the cream cover a little soiled

166 FIAT Brochures. Fiat 509, a Royal
Coupé folded broadsheet and another
similar for the 1930 season models, also, a
similar period 9hp two-fold brochure, all in
fair or better condition

(1)

(3)

£80-120

£30-60

167 Austin Motor Co. brochure covering
the 1937/38 production models, 36pp. with
line drawings, specifications and tinted
monochrome pictures, also, a similar period
folder-brochure, retaining in the rear pocket
petit double-fold leaflets for the ‘Seven’,
‘Big Seven’, ‘Ten’ and ‘Fourteen’, and a 1937
24pp. brochure for ‘Closed Models’, all in
very good order, just a little soiling
(3)

£50-100

168 Lagonda. A 12pp. brochure for the
2½-litre DHC dating from 1951, colour
landscape format retaining its tissue outer
cover, some rubbing to the corners, rusty
staples, also a two-fold press reports
extract for Jensen, 1937 and Bentley Mk VI
dated November 1951, an 8pp. brochure
with colour coach-built body images, and
prices, good, clean condition
(3)

£80-120

163 Automobiles Berliet of Lyon. A 1913
dated, prestige cord-tied large-format
brochure, 32pp. with a gilt tooled front
cover, grey card free end papers, delightful
sepia toned images of the works, models
manufactured and component parts,
French text, also, staggeringly delightful
colour images of the engine and six images
of body-styles, although unsigned, these
images are possibly by Ren? Vincent, who
had provided artistic images in previous
Berliet catalogues, the brochure is in
excellent condition, with just a little scuffing
to the cover and a crease at the top righthand corner
(1)

(10)

£50-100

165 Vauxhall Brochures. The Vauxhall Big
Six, a multi-fold 1934 brochure, a similar
Vauxhall 25 brochure, a 1938 Ten-Four
multi-fold large broadsheet, the complete
Vauxhall range for 1939, and other
company publications, all in good or better
condition
(8)

(2)

£100-200

171 Oil & Petrol Related Literature. A box
containing a good quantity of leaflets,
booklets and brochures from various
companies, to include, Shell, Wakefield,
British Oil, BP, Mobiloil, Esso, Texaco, RAC,
etc., all in good or better condition
(a qty)

£20-60

172 Vauxhall Eighty. A 1931 16pp. colour
brochure, illustrating various body-styles, to
include the Hurlingham Roadster on a
special sports chassis, some creasing and
soiling
(1)

£40-60

173 Rapier Cars Ltd. An 8pp. petit
brochure circa 1935, imaging the two-door
saloon, Coupé and Speed Tourer, and
supercharged engine, staples intact, the
cover and pages creased
(1)

£40-60

174* Lincoln Motor Cars. A blue card
portfolio, the pocket holding twenty singlesided colour cards depicting body-styles by
various coachbuilders, to include Locke and
Holbrook, the cards in good condition, the
envelope with creases and splits around
the edges
(1)

£60-90

175 Mercedes-Benz 540K. An 8pp. colour
brochure, with four quarter pages, circa
1937, promoting the Saloon, Cabriolet A, B,
C, Open Tourer, Sports-Roadster, FHC and
Convertible-Coupé, with Specifications and
technical data, English text, the silver cover
is rubbed and has gentle creasing,
otherwise good

£120-180

164 American Brochures. Marquette, a
rare and interesting petit landscape
brochure circa 1929, a General Motors
specifications and products brochure with
English coachwork (1930s), Maxwell
Motors Ltd broadsheet for 1923, Velie
Standard Six 1926 double-fold broadsheet
and other, similar literature, all in good or
better condition

170*
Sunbeam. A monochrome
photograph of a circa 1910 car, 14 x 25cm,
also, The History and Development of the
Sunbeam Car 1899-1924, being a ‘Souvenir
of a Quarter of a century of Sunbeam
Success and Service’, a rare square-backed
book with 53pp., brown card cover and
good monochrome images of cars, aircraft
and travelling, the cover worn and the spine
split, with paper loss on the spine

169 Bentley Four Litre. A large format
prestige string-tied brochure dated May
1931, 16pp. and grey card cover with gilt
tooling, the contents include good profile
images of various body types, engine,
chassis, and descriptions of component
parts, specifications and prices, sound
condition, but the spine is partly split and
the top edge of the cover scuffed and
stained, otherwise good
(1)

£200-300

(1)

176 The ‘Pick’ Motor Co., Ltd. A 1923
saddle-stitched petit brochure of 8pp.,
featuring three body-styles, to include:
22hp ‘The Sporting Model’, ‘The Scorching
Model’ and the ‘Four-Seater Sports’, also
imaged and featured is the ‘Pick’ Farm
Tractor, and on the rear page an
advertisement for the ‘1915 Models’!, with
a vertical fold, a feathered spine and a handcoloured image, this is a rare and
interesting publication, minus its staples
(1)

£50-100
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£80-120

£50-80

177 British Salmson. A 1930s wire-bound
petit brochure, 28pp. and with a grey card
cover, featuring the 12hp four-cylinders and
the 12/90hp six-cylinder sports, light soiling on
the lead-edge, Gatehouse Motors rubber
stamp to the title-page
(1)
£50-80

184 Bentley Motors Ltd. A 1936 (printed
October 1935), 28pp. large-format cord-tied
brochure for the 3½-litre, possessing 10
tipped-in monochrome images of bodystyles and views of each side of the engine
bay, detailed text and specifications, the
oiled silk over cover is a little soiled with
split corners, the Bentley label creased and
rubbed, the editorial is very clean and tidy

178* Marmon Motor Car Co. A late 1920s
portfolio with a folded card pocket holding six
colour cards depicting body and chassis
types, two cards with specifications verso, a
French edition, albeit American printed, the
grey and silver cover a little stained and
creased at the edges, but the cards are
excellent
(1)
£60-90
179 Automobiles Tracta 1929. A rare 12pp.
landscape-style brochure published for the
1929 season, imaging 1927 and 1928 Le Mans
starts, company history, imaging their 1926
Constant velocity joint, the Type D2, Type D1,
Type A on ‘Gephi Chassis’ together with 1927
and 1928 class wins, saddle-stitched with an
artistic FWD card cover, slight rubbing on the
spine and manuscript pen top right, otherwise
good, French text
Tracta were a French company manufacturing
vehicles between 1926 and 1934, but were
more famous for their CV front wheel drive
units.
(1)
£60-90
180 Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. A circa 1908
96pp. catalogue of Motor Clothing Waterproofs
& Raincoats, a cord-tied publication with welldefined images on each page, in the most
delightful condition, printed on art paper, with
its original cord-tie
(1)
£80-120

181 The Awakening by Alex J. M. Gray. A
1912 promotional brochure for the Warland
‘Dual’ Rim Co., being a by-product of an RAC
Trial with a certificate of Performance dated
February 1912, on the last page, a stitched
square-backed publication on brown card, the
joy of the publication being the 30
monochrome photographs each tipped-in on a
page, including a Model T Ford, Renault,
Mercedes, Crossley and a Rolls-Royce 4050hp by coachwork by Cann, the cover a little
soiled and rubbed, but fundamentally sound
(1)
£200-300

(1)

182 Prinz Heinrich Fahrt 1909 (Prince
Henry Tour 1909). A square-backed book
with an illustrated soft cover, 166pp.,
published by the Continental Publishing &
Gutta Percha Co. in 1910, almost every page
has a monochrome illustration of a car, to
include Ettore Bugatti driving a Deutz and
Ferdinand Porsche driving a Daimler. Also
included is The Russian Reliability Trial held
between St. Petersburg and Riga during
27th and 31st of August, 1909, or the final
66 pages, there are reviews of Zeppelins
and ballooning in Germany headed
‘Conquests of the Air, a cord-tied binding,
the cover a little scratched and soiled, paper
edges rubbed but the content excellent

£100-150

185 Bentley Motors Ltd. A 1937 (printed
Oct 1936), 31pp. large-format cord-tied
brochure for the 4¼-litre, possessing 10
tipped-in monochrome images of bodystyles and views of each side of the engine
bay, detailed text and specifications, the
dust cover is a little soiled with split edges
and paper loss, the remains of a Jack Barclay
seal, manuscript name and address to the
front end-paper, otherwise clean and tidy
(1)

£100-150

The event was named after Prince Albert Wilhelm
Heinrich of Prussia, the brother of Wilhelm II, the
Prince Henry Trials being held between 1908 and
1911, themselves being a precursor to the German
Grands Prix. Only production touring cars with four
seats and three passengers were admitted.
(1)
£300-400

186 Austin Healey Hundred (100S).
‘Special Equipment & Tuning Instructions’.
Publication No 1131, a very rare 16pp.
leaflet for the BN1-100S, manufactured in
1953, the publication is split into sections;
the Le Mans Modification kit, Axle,
suspension, fuel supply, brakes, aero
screens, electrical and general, with its
original staples, sound condition but cover
a little creased
183 Bugatti 1932. A delightful 12pp. cordtied red covered brochure with a foreword
giving the history of the company from 1898,
seven tipped-in colour plates promoting the
Types 49, 46 and 50, with current prices,
specifications and constructional features in
English, having come from Bugatti’s Brixton
Road address, the cover with a Sales
Department rubber stamp and a little rubbed
and creased, correct uncut fore-edges, good
clean editorial
(1)

£400-600
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(1)

£200-300

187 Frazer Nash. Two 4pp. leaflets, the
first promoting the Mk II Le Mans Replica
Competition Model of 1953 (?), detailed
text, images, specifications and additional
and alternative equipment, together with a
similar leaflet for the Targo Florio Gran Sport
& Turismo Models, with specifications and
dimensions, 1953 (?), both with gentle fold
marks, a little rubbing
(2)

£80-120

188 Frazer-Nash-B.M.W. A collection of
three brochures: a two-fold monochrome
brochure listing and describing the
competition successes between January
and September 1937; a three-fold
broadsheet covering the 1937 model range,
the 34, 45, 40 and 55 (326/50) Models; and
a 1937 8pp. brochure for the Type 320, with
good images and detailed English text,
specifications, dimensions, etc., some
splitting of folds, some scuffing
(3)

£100-150

189 Alvis 4½ Litre. Dated September
1936, 8pp. brochure with a gilt decorated
card cover, with full specifications, centrespread chassis depiction, images of
component parts, etc., the rear pocket with
five body profile cards with explanatory text
to the rear, original tissue divisions, also, a
complementary 3½ litre version of the
same brochure, together with a soft cover
version of the 4½ litre, all in fair condition
(3)

£80-120

190* Talbot Toujours en Tête du Progress
(ahead of progress) folder containing eight
quality printed cards showing various
coach-built bodies on chassis 22cv, 14/16cv
and 11cv, the grey card folder with a few
marks, otherwise clean
(1)

£50-100

191 Talbot - The Invincible. March 1932,
a petit booklet outlining in 32pp. the
models, Sixty-Five, Seventy-Five, Ninety,
Ninety Speed Model, 105 Super Speed,
Light Six and new 14/45, various bodystyles imaged, with specifications and
prices, including the Ninety Brooklands
Tourer and the 105, sound mottled green
card cover, original staples, some dotted
rust marks & pencil date
(1)

(1)

(3)

£200-300

£200-300

£80-120

192 The Napier Book of the Six-Cylinder.
A circa 1923 32pp. square-backed book
with a grey card cover discussing, with
images of cars in action, component parts,
vignettes of the works, etc., the rear pocket
containing five cards of profile images of
coachwork with dimensions, a clean copy
with just light scuffing and rubbing to the
cover, the editorial good
(1)

193 1910 Napier Noiseless Motors. A
44pp. highly detailed cord-tied promotional
book, starting with two pages of awards
won, to include the Gordon Bennett Trophy,
also prices in American, French and
German currencies, the vehicles covered in
significant detail are the 10hp, 15hp, 26hp,
30hp, 40hp, 45hp, 60hp, 65hp and 90hp
Grand Prix Special Speed Model, also
included are commercial vehicles, the 12
seat Touring Car and the Gun Carriage,
original cord intact, the cover with partly
split spine, soiled and the edges rubbed,
content good

195 Napier Alpine Souvenir - 1914. An
account of the first official appearance of
the 30/35hp ‘Noiseless Napier’, ribbon-tied
grey cover with 34pp., highly detailed text
of the event, as outlined in lot 194, with
sepia pictures and vignettes, a colour
frontispiece of a car on the Stelvo Pass;
originally tipped-in but now in need of regluing, otherwise in good order, save for
light creasing along the top edge, and a
worm-hole on the rear cover, together with
an 8pp. 1914 ‘Works and Productions’
Napier brochure with detailed photographs,
prices and specifications, staples missing
and some rust stains, together with a
highly detailed 12pp. brochure covering the
40/50hp and 45/50hp, a brown cover in
very clean condition with original staples

£100-150

194 Napier - The Great Alpine Test. An
8pp. ‘Extracts from the Certificate of
Performance’ given by the RAC, being a
test of a 30/35hp Noiseless Napier
between 14th and 27th September 1913,
printed in red and black as a promotional
booklet, the text includes a detailed
description of the 2100 mile journey in the
Alps, together with a 1913 promotional
16pp. brochure ‘what owners say of the
extra strong Colonial Napier, with welldefined photographs and explanatory text,
together with a multi-fold broadsheet
promoting the 40/50hp Napier, with
excellent images of components and
specifications, the three items in clean
well-presented condition
(3)

£150-200
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196 The Napier Book. A prestigious
landscape-style 36pp. cord-tied brochure
circa 1912, promoting the 15hp, 30hp,
38.4hp, 59.9hp, commercial vehicles,
colonial models, component parts, factory
scenes, etc., there are colour profiles of the
body-styles, with silk-tissue interleaves,
decorative
vignettes,
with
full
specifications and prices, the decorative
cream cover with soiling lower right and
upper left corners, some creasing, the first
tissue sheet creased, otherwise sound
(1)

£200-300

197 Napier Motor Carriages. A circa 1922, 32pp. cord-tied
brochure discussing the 40/50hp, with five full-colour pages of
different body styles and descriptions, detailed text with many
monochrome images of both components and cars in use, prices
and images of the works, the embossed cover with creasing on the
lower edge and top right corner, otherwise clean, also, three tinted
(?) coachbuilders’ cards by Cunard and another, a two-fold
broadsheet ‘Specimens of Coachwork’ for the 40/50hp, a typed
specifications letter and two period reprints of the AutoMotor ‘Press
Opinions’, all in good, clean condition
(8)

201 Naquin (Yves). Le Grand Prix Automobile de Monaco, circa
1994, 365pp. with 14 colour plates by Michael Turner, and 400+
monochrome photographs covering the years 1929 to 1960, Editions
Monaco, printed in Nice, a very rare limited edition hardbound book
numbered 80 of 150 issued with English text, signed by the author,
a significant reference book on the history of the Monaco Grand
Prix, with detailed text and a tipped-in letter of ‘recommendation’
on Palais de Monaco letter-headed paper, signed in blue pen by the
late Prince Rainier III, the book comes with its white dust jacket,
and a red presentation box, itself holding a tray of 14 hand-coloured
lithographic images, printed on handmade paper, of original artwork
by Michael Turner, each sign by the artist in pencil, the dust jacket
has never been wrapped around the book, but has creased a little,
there is a rubbing on the front hard cover of the book, otherwise the
book, presentation box, tray, lithographs and outer deliver box are
sound

£200-300

198 B.R.D.C. Annual Dinner & Dance. Held at the Park Lane Hotel
on February 16th 1934, a menu and toasts listing in a ribbon-tied
8pp. brochure, a colour depiction on the front cover, five cartoons,
all probably by S.C.H. Davis, cover a little soiled but cleanable,
otherwise good
(1)

(1)

£180-220

£100-150

202 Polo (Emilio). La Hispano-Suiza - The Origins of a Legend,
1899-1915, 1st edition, 1994, 507pp., with many delightful and full
page images, English text, in delightful condition, with a very good
black dust jacket and outer deliver box
(1)

£100-150

203 Courteult (Pascal). Automobiles Voisin 1919-1958, a White
Mouse publication of 1991, limited edtion numbered 950 of only
1000 printed, although 3500 were planned, French text with a
saddle-stitched English translation by Peter Hull, also published in
1991 with the assistance of the M.S.M.T., 63pp. including an index,
the book is celebrated for its silver intaglio plate mounted front
cover, both books housed in their decorative slipcase, all in
practically perfect condition
(1)

£500-700

204 Clucas (John & Mcgarth, Terry). Jaguar in Australia, the full
title being: ‘The Forerunners of Jaguar in Australasia & S.E. Asia’;
published by the authors in 2004, the book covers Swallows, SS,
Mk IV and Mk V DHC, 442pp. and profusely illustrated, limited to an
edition of 500 copies, this example numbered 356 and signed by
both authors, offered with a very good, (practically perfect)dust
jacket, and a black slipcase with silver titles, also in very good
condition

199 B.R.D.C. A Souvenir of the Dinner given by the Club, to
Major Sir Henry Segrave and Captain J. S. Irving, in honour of the
attainment of the speed of 231mph, dated April 29th, 1929, a cordtied 8pp. with a full-page Bryan de Grineau image of the Golden
Arrow on the ISFC, and a F. Gordon Crosby image on page 3, the
centre-spread containing the menu and toasts list and a cut-away
of the car, signed on the front cover by Segrave and Irving, also
similarly signed on the centre-spread by both men, together with
Kaye Don (Kaye Ernest Donsky), John Theodore Cuthbert MooreBrabazon (First Baron Brabazon of Tara) and Sir Arthur Stanley, page
6 images Miss England in action by de Grineau and a picture of the
Wakefield Trophy ISRC, sound and intact, the publication is a little
soiled, creased at the corners and some ghosting of the signatures

(1)

£150-200

The B.R.D.C. had been inaugurated as a social club in April 1928 with 25
members, and it was not until 1929 that the club became involved with the
promotion of racing events. This dinner menu probably represents the
earliest, if not the first B.R.D.C. promotion of a World Land Speed Record.
£400-600
(1)

200 Oxford to Abingdon. An 873pp. review of the sports cars
made by Morris Garages, sales catalogues, advertisements and road
test reports of the period are used to detail the specification and
performance of the 14/28 MG Super Sports, the succeeding Flat
Rad 14/28 and 14/40 models and the 18/80, importantly a reassessment of Cecil Kimber’s methods of operating the MG
business, a clean, unread copy with dust jacket
(1)

£40-80

Lot 205

24

205 Moore (S.). The Legendary 2.3 (Alfa Romeo 8C2300),
published in 2000, a three-volume set with a comprehensive look
at Scuderia Ferrari, the transition to the Alfa Romeo works racing
team, the history of 8C2300 motor-cars in detail, and much more,
in excellent, unread condition, it was still sealed in its delivery box
before photographing for this catalogue
(1)

206 Holthusen (Bernd). Lagonda, 1st edition of the 1996
hardbound book, with blue cloth binding and gilt Lagonda emblem
on the front cover and gilt lettering to the spine, 426pp. including
index, this is a rare English text, limited edition numbered 150 of
1000 planned, albeit only 500 were printed, covering the period from
1899, when Wilbur Gunn founded the firm of Lagonda, to the end
of the W. O. Bentley era, profusely illustrated with 740 monochrome
and 241 colour photographs, the book is in excellent, unused
condition, and comes with its blue cloth-covered slipcase and card
outer delivery box

£200-300

(1)

£1000-1200

207* Visions of Speed: The Art of R. A. Nockolds. Eleven (of 12)
Artist’s Proofs of Roy Nockolds’ work prepared for a Private Edition
of only 250 printed (850 copies planned), of an album published by
Thackwell & Company, Monte Carlo, in 1999, the images were
produced from the original glass plates on which Nockolds recorded
his studio work and are printed on high quality laid art paper, all of
the prints are marked ‘Proof’ in pencil in the lower margin together
with full titles, and nine of the eleven are also shown as handpainted (by either Niki Hayles or Wayne Burrows), the only missing
print is Number 16 (Road Race), the remaining pages in the
complete volume of 28 leaves being text or photographs. loosely
contained in the front and back covers of what would have been the
final publication, each of the dark grey hardback cloth covers
(decorated with a repeated triangular winner’s flag design),
measuring the same size as the prints, 12 x 21in (31 x 53cm), the
prints are all in pristine condition
(1)

£200-300

208 Triple-M Yearbooks. 21 issues of the year book, comprising
the volumes from 1981 to 1996 (those from 1988/89 to 1996 being
held in a maroon loose-leaf binder with ‘Triple-M Register Yearbook’
in gilt on the spine), together with the issues from 2000 to 2004,
2008, the Commemorative Publication ‘40 Years of the Triple-M
Register’, and duplicates of the Yearbooks for 1988/89, 1989, 1990
and 1991, 26 volumes in total, all in excellent, clean condition
(26)

£100-150

Lot 206

209 Thornley (John). Maintaining the Breed, a hardbound
example, being a 1951 reprint of the 1950 1st edition by Motor
Racing Publications Ltd., 92pp., a particularly good and clean
example with a very good dust jacket, also, as part of the same
‘Scrapbook’ series, No 1, Klemantaski’s Photo-Album, 1947, 46pp.
with intact plastic spine; No 7 The French Grand Prix 1906-1914 by
Kent Karslake, a 1948 hardback, 40pp. with a dust jacket, a little
soiled but intact; and No 2 Grands Prix 1934-1939 by Rodney
Walkerley, 48pp., December 1948, spiral binding intact, cover a little
soiled, but sound

Lot 207

(4)
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£120-1803

210 Home (Gordon). The Motor Routes of
England, Western Section, A & C Black,
1911, folding map, colour illustrations, a
few minor spots, top edge gilt, original
cloth gilt in bright condition, 8vo, together
with The Model T Ford Car, by Victor W.
Page, 1915, numerous illustrations, original
blue cloth, a little rubbed, 8vo, plus
Railways of To-Day. Their Evolution,
Equipment and Operation, by Cecil J. Allen,
1930 colour and black and white
illustrations, original red cloth gilt, d.j., spine
a little rubbed and faded, 8vo, with other
transport and mechanical related including
J.L. Nayler’s Aviation of To-Day, c. 1933,
Herbert Morris & Bastert, Empress Works,
Loughborough, 1910, Chetwode Crawley’s
From Telegraphy to Television, 1931, and
some Castrol Grand Prix publications,
1940’s-60’s
(38)

£100-150

211* Rover. The 8hp Rover Car, 1924, 8pp.
brochure with black and white illustrations
from photos, a little finger soiled, original
printed wrappers, rubbed and soiled, slim
4to, together with an instructions manual
for the same car, dated January 1924, 4
folding plans tipped in at front, rear and to
text, black and white illustrations, original
printed wrappers, slightly dust soiled and
margin of one plate a little frayed, staples
rusted, slim 8vo, plus a brochure for
Belsize Motors, 1914, Daimler, 1st October
1928, Ford Passenger Cars and
Commercial Vehicles, August 1929,
Handbook of the Austin Twelve, 1928, plus
2 related books and 2 soiled and worn wall
charts for the Cowley Morris Oxford
[1929?] and the Austin Seven Garage
Chart, both somewhat soiled and worn,
the latter linen-backed
(10)

(3)

£70-100

216* Motoring & Motor Boat Archive. A
collection of trade correspondence and
invoices belonging to Herbert Arthur
Openshaw (1888-1945) of Llanfechian,
Montgomeryshire,
circa
1935-36,
consisting of numerous letters concerning
repairs and replacements for a Humber
saloon, Austin saloon, an Austin Touring,
and a Morris Wagonette, together with
related invoices, mostly from Ellis's Garage
of Oswestry, Armstrong Siddeley Motors,
Coventry, and other similar specialist
motor car companies, together with a
collection of similar correspondence and
invoices relating to the same owner's
motor boat, 1935-38, loosely contained in
two contemporary cardboard file boxes,
together with a small quantity of family
related printed ephemera
(2)

£100-150

217-224 No lots

£150-200

214 Hooper (W. Eden). The Motor Car in
the First Decade of the Twentieth Century.
A Souvenir and a Historical Survey of
Mechanical Road Locomotion in England
from Early Times to the Present Day, 1st
edition, London & New York, 1908, portrait
frontispiece, numerous colour and black
and white plates including photogravures,
top edge gilt, original morocco gilt, spine
heavily rubbed and darkened, upper cover
detached, rubbed at extremities, 4to
One of 650 copies.
(1)

£150-200

£100-150

212* Bugatti. A set of 9 colour prints,
produced by Claude Tchou and Pierre
Faucheux with photographs by Peter Vann,
circa 1990, including one print with three
columns letterpress, one title print, one
composite print and six prints from colour
photographs of Bugatti models, 44 x 30cm
or the reverse, uniformly framed and glazed
(9)

213 Rolls-Royce Handbooks. Instructions
for the Care of Rolls-Royce Cars 40-45 H.P.
Six Cylinders, for Chassis 1700-2699,
August, 1913, Reprinted October, 1920,
black & white illustrations & diagrams,
original cloth gilt, 8vo, together with
Handbook of the 20/25 H.P. Rolls-Royce
Car, with Instructions for Running and
Maintenance, Number XV, published by
Rolls-Royce Ltd., circa 1934, black & white
illustrations and diagrams, verso of
frontispiece and recto of title with chassis
number ink stamp of GYD40 (Rolls-Royce
20/25: D2 series), verso of frontispiece also
with the names of Lady Graaff & Mrs
Briscoe George written in pencil, with
loosely inserted typed letter signed from
Windovers Coachbuilders Limited, to Lady
Graaff at Berners Hotel, London dated 12th
September, 1934, ‘We have much pleasure
to enclose herewith the instruction book
applicable to your Ladyship’s new 25 h.p.
Rolls-Royce Chassis which we trust will
arrive safely and be of service’, original
cloth gilt, 8vo, plus a very worn and soiled
handbook for the 20 H.P. Rolls-Royce Car,
published November

215* Ferrari (Enzo, 1898-1988). Signed
sentiment on notecard, 24 December
1969, card signed and inscribed in thin blue
felt-tip pen, ‘Grazie e saluti, Ferrari,
24/12/69’, embossed Ferrari black horse
motif upper left, together with a second
identical card with typed note signed
‘Ferrari’, Modena, 27 September 1977,
thanking them for their letter and being
sorry not to have met with them on their
visit to Italy, both with remains of adhesion
marks to versos, 10.5 x 16cm, with a
matching Ferrari envelope, postmarked 4
January 1982, with typed address for Neil
Gibson of London
(3)

£200-300
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225* Lamps. A pair of vintage coaching
lamps, by Rippingille’s Albion Lamp Co. Ltd,
Birmingham & London, the plated casing
with red and blue glass, 28cm high
(2)

£100-150

226* Motoring interest. A collection of
items including a 1930s Brass Motor
Aneroid, with 6.5cm silvered circular dial
with scales for Ascent and Descent
mounted in a brass bulkhead base, 9.5cm
diameter overall, a 1930s car clock, the
silvered 6.5cm circular dial with black
Arabic numerals, 8-Day movement, plated
casing mounted in a later wooden frame,
17.5cm square overall, a silver plaque
engraved ‘Liege Rome Liege Rally 17th21st August 1955’, 14cm long, with various
motoring photographs and ephemera
Included with the lot is a typed account by the
vendor’s father explaining in great detail how the
brass aneroid barometer was used.
(a carton)
£150-200

Lot 227

Lot 228
228* Northampton Aero Club. A rare
member’s enamel badge, circa 1930s,
chrome and enamel finish depicting a biplane flying over the clubhouse flanked by
wings, 13.2cm wide
Founded in 1928, the original Northamptonshire
Aero Club went through some remodelling in the
1930s becoming part of Brooklands, an exclusive
Art Deco club house in which members could
make full use of the bar and catering facilities.
(1)
£550-650

229 MG. An MG steering wheel, of
aluminium construction with mahogany
wheel, 39cm diameter
(1)

£70-100

232* Car Clock. A 1920s 8-Day car clock,
with 6.5cm circular silvered dial, black
Arabic numerals, Swiss Made movement,
stamped Observator, mounted on a
faceted base, 11.5cm high
(1)

£70-100

Lot 226

227* The Road Racing Club No. 26.
Member’s car badge of the Crystal Palace
RRC, circa 1938, chrome and enamel finish
depicting Mercury, reverse impressed ‘This
badge is the property of the R.R.C., 26’,
(some damage), 8.5cm wide
(1)

£400-600

230* Radiator Cap. A 1930s French
chrome radiator cap in the form of a
cockerel, 19cm high
(1)

£70-100

231* Radiator Cover. An early Bentley
radiator cover, circa 1930s, 80cm high x
57cm wide
(1)

£70-100
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233* Compact. A 1920s novelty ladies’
compact, in the form of a Chauffeur’s cap,
of leather construction with motorcar hat
badge,
plated
peak
and
hinged
compartment, 9cm long
(1)

£100-150

235* Vermin Club. Dating from the 1950s,
a three-colour badge depicting a mosquito,
three-colour enamels on nickel-plated brass,
manufactured by Gaunt, the surface of the
light-blue enamel is missing off the corner
of the hat, also offered is a rare shaped and
coloured plastic lapel badge, it being in very
good condition and retaining its pin
The Vermin Club was formed circa 1948 by the
Conservative Party when they were called
vermin by Aneurin Bevan. Young Tories took on
the description with ironic self-deprecation and
set up the Vermin Club which continued
throughout the 1950s.
£380-480
(2)

236* A Coronation Badge. Celebrating
the event in June 1953, interestingly
designed with a King’s crown at the apex,
with a profile of HM Queen Elizabeth II
wearing a Queen’s crown, excellent
enamels, the badge is unused
234* Car mascot. A 1930s brass car
mascot, modelled as a police man with one
hand raised, 8cm high, together with a
novelty brass photograph frame in the form
of an early motorcar, with easel stand to
the rear, 8cm high, an advertising silver
plated stamp case for The Morris Garages,
Oxford’, reverse engraved with a motorcar
and ‘Distinctive Coachworks Designs’, 6cm
long, plus a Rover car mascot in the form
of a Viking, 11cm high
(4)

(1)

Lot 239

£60-100

£100-150

Lot 240

237* Sunbeam Talbot Owners’ Club. An
original member’s car badge with fourcolour enamels and chromium-plated on
brass, numbered A3926, in fine condition
(1)

£60-100

238* Paradise Garage London. A rare
intaglio style badge with a satin-finish
plated surface, imaging a speeding twoseater, surface slightly scratched
(1)

£40-80

239*
Rolls-Royce Owners Club. A
circular badge with a Rolls-Royce radiator in
chromium-plating against a dark red enamel
background, in almost unused condition
(1)

Lot 235

£120-160

240* B.R.D.C. A Racing Drivers’ Club
badge, inscribed ‘Major C G Coe’, with the
S.C.H. Davis-designed racing car motif and
union flag above, chromium-plated on
brass, the lower enamel missing and now
painted cream

241*
B.A.R.C. A five-colour British
Automobile Racing Club membership
badge numbered K3794, chromium-plated
on brass with almost perfect enamels

(1)

(1)

£180-280
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£80-120

Lot 244

246* Riley Ski Lady. A well-detailed original
mascot suitable for Riley six-cylinder models,
but can also be mounted on four-cylinder
cars, announced in January 1931, the
mascot is supposed to epitomise
smoothness and speed, this example retains
its original chromium-plated finish, stamped
‘Riley Ski lady - Rd 759377’ at the rear,
mounted on an internal threaded radiator cap

242* National Motorists Association. A
1930s badge with four-colour enamels,
nickel-plated on brass with sound enamels,
stamped 4074 on the back, with some
scratching to the nickel-plated surface
(1)

£280-380

Priced at 37/6, they were available from Riley
agents until 1937.
(1)
£300-500

245* Felix ‘Kept on Walking’ Mascot. A
silent screen animated character, being a
first pattern rotund style, manufactured by
Augustine & Emile Lejeune in the 1920s,
engraved ‘Copyright’ and ‘A.E.L.’ on the
side of the base, nickel-plated, not displaymounted

247* Casimir Brau, ‘Panthère’ panther
mascot. One of the popular set of Casimir
Brau-designed leaping animal mascots
offered in the 1920s and early 1930s, this
model was employed for use with the M.G.
18/100 and 18/80 series of cars and was
thought, at one time, to have been
designed by F. Gordon Crosby, nickel-plated
on bronze, a little worn, signed on the base
by the artist, and stamped ‘Depose’, 8½in
long, hollow base, not mounted

(1)

(1)

£200-500

243* Polish Automobile Club. A rare post
1944 (without crown) full-member’s motorcar badge, with white and orange enamels
to the centre of a spoked wheel, topped by
an eagle, nickel-plated on brass and with
original mounting stud
(1)

£380-480

244* Eagle. A nicely-detailed petit mascot
with good feathering detail, stamped
‘Gamages London’ on the rear of its base,
the mascot 5½in high, display-mounted
(1)

Lot 247

£180-280
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£500-800

248* Casimir Brau, ‘Cheval’ Leaping Horse
mascot. One of the popular set of Casimir Braudesigned leaping animal mascots offered in the
1920s and early 1930, nickel-plated on bronze,
finish a little worn, signed ‘C. Brau’ on the top of
the base, mounted on a marble base
(1)

£500-800

249* Bentley Icarus. Designed and inscribed by
F. Gordon Crosby, a nickel-plated mascot dating
from the 1920s, with good feathering and facial
detail, a hollow dais and original stud, not displaymounted, 5½in high
(1)
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£600-900

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES & EARLY CYCLING MEMORABILIA
This section will not start before 1pm
Many of the bicycle and tricycle lots offered today may have had a chequered history and, with the passage of time, replacement parts and
alterations may not be obvious, or their true nature easily identified. All statements made in the catalogue are given in good faith, but do
not form part of the contract to purchase.
Uncollected bicycles and tricycles, sold or unsold, will be removed to TCA’s Somerset warehouse on Tuesday 17th November. There will be
an uplift charge of £10 per machine for the service. Multiple images of the bicycles and tricycles can be found on www.the-saleroom.com
252* A circa 1890 No 250 Safety Bicycle
Lamp by J. Lucas & Son. An oil-powered
lamp manufactured under their 1889
patent, possessing good front and side
glasses, parallel sprung bracket and a
mounting yoke, a size ‘0’, in sound
condition, with signs of its original black
Japanning, but the rear reflector and its
name plate are missing
(1)

250* Fantasy Steam-Propelled Model
by R. Webb. A striking large-scale one-off
multimedia sculptural model in the style of
one of Rowland Emmett’s marvellous
fantastical machines, signed by the artist
on the wooden base, the model depicts a
top-hatted
moustachioed
Victorian
gentleman standing at the helm of a fourwheeled steam-powered road vehicle,
crafted out of metal, plaster and wood, the
rounded-corner base measures 15 x 7.5in
(38 x 19cm)
(1)

£150-180

251* Vélocipède Mantle Clock. Created
from moulded brass, it features a
transitional vélocipède and seated rider
against a detailed pastoral setting, the
alarm clock possesses a porcelain dial with
Roman numerals and black-coloured hands,
and the mechanical movement ‘ticks’ but is
in need of attention, the whole mounted on
a shaped wooden base, 14in (35cm) wide,
10in (26cm) total height
(1)

£300-400

255* Stone Deaf! A Print by T. Browne, a
part hand-coloured vertical format print
taken from a Victorian issue of the ‘Boy’s
Own Paper’ depicting an elderly lady
purposefully stepping out along the middle
of the highway and laden with shopping,
whilst behind her a group of cyclists
approach down the hill, the leader perched
atop a high bicycle which is, from the look
of dismay on his face, obviously out of
control, the print with some browning
through age, but otherwise in good, uncreased condition, and measuring 37 x
25cm, mounted, framed and glazed
Thomas Arthur Browne, RI, RBA, RMS, (18721910), born in Nottingham, was a cartoonist, strip
cartoonist and illustrator who also contributed to
other late Victorian comics such as ‘Scraps’,
‘Chums’ and ‘Illustrated Chips’.
£80-120
(1)

253* A French Velo ‘Dog Scarer’ Pistol
of the type used by bicyclists in the 1880s
and 1890s, a fine example with its original
nickel-plating, hardwood grip and fully
working mechanism, 2 inch barrel
A Dog Scarer was kept in the coat pocket and
used to dissuade unwanted canine attention.
Ammunition could be water, pepper or, as in the
case of this example, starting-gun caps.
(1)
£100-150

256* The Hobby Horse Dealer. One of a
celebrated series of hand-coloured prints
satirizing the short-lived vogue for hobby
hoses, this one published in July 1819, a
group of men surround and assess the
quality of a hobby horse in the foreground
of the image, while three real horses, ‘to
be sold as cheap as dogs meat’, look on,
the print is in sound, clean condition, and
measures 24 x 34cm, mounted, framed
and glazed
(1)

£120-150

£150-200

254* London Bicycle Club. A circular
medallion with the badge of the L.B.C.
verso and laurel leaves but uninscribed
recto, nickel-plated brass, with fine detail,
2in (5cm) diameter
(1)

£80-120

Lot 252

257* Rudge-Whitworth Cycles. An early
Edwardian colourful advertising poster for
the
well-known
Coventry
bicycle
manufacturer, depicting a husband and wife
with their two children cycling along a
country road, mounted on thick card, and
in generally good, clean condition, though
lacking a small portion from the left-hand
side of the image, 34 x 43cm
(1)
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£100-140

258* Worvan and Rambler Gold Medal
Cycles. Two rare portions of similar
advertisements for bicycles and tyres
produced in the late Victorian period by this
Glasgow-based company, both mounted on
thick card and showing a knickerbocker-clad
lady speeding along on her bicycle while
being chased by a small dog, some light
soiling, but quite sound otherwise, 35 x
24cm & 35 x 20cm
(2)

£100-140

Lot 264
264* Humber Cycles. A circa 1903 large
and imposing promotional lithographic print
by George Moore, depicting ‘A Few Riders
of Humber Cycles’, a stream of riders in
front of Windsor Castle, a rectangular key
in the lower margin of the image names 62
of the landed gentry and royalty pictured,
all riding Humber bicycles and tricycles, and
including HM King Edward VII, in excellent
condition with just a little light foxing on the
lower and right border, mounted and glazed
in its original moulded frame, which retains
its original dark green finish and cream
lettering, ‘Beeston (Notts) Humber Limited.
And Coventry’, total size, 36 x 43in (92 x
110cm)

259* Raleigh. A large three-colour enamel
sign, ‘The All Steel Bicycle’, in sound
condition with just a little enamel loss to
the edges and several marks to the
surface, but not affecting the artwork,
significant rusting to the rear, 36 x 48in
(1)

£300-400

(1)

260* Northern Star ‘Carbide of Calcium’
4lb transfer-printed tin with lid
(1)

£50-80

261* Magic Lantern Slide showing two
images, a gentleman riding an Ordinary and
another of the same gentleman falling off,
signed EP
(1)

£500-800

262* Reigate Bicycle Club lapel badge,
being a gilt and blue enamel badge in the
form of a tower and portcullis, good
condition, with sound enamel, and good
colour, rear pin intact

265*
What Next, an 1897 colour
lithographic print depicting the maid and a
boot boy having fun with a bicycle, after the
original by Madame Amyot, some edge
trimming, otherwise good colour and
condition, mounted, framed and glazed, 24
x 17in, (64 x 43cm)

(1)

(1)

£40-80

263* Leeds Albion Cycling Club lapel
badge, with a silvered finish and blue
enamel within a spoked wheel format, in
good condition, with an intact rear pin
(1)

£40-80

£80-120

266* J. W. Rainey - The Stolen Steed. A
print, being a Supplement to Cycling
Magazine in the 1880s, depicting two street
urchins who have ‘borrowed’ a postman’s
tricycle for a joy-ride, framed, mounted and
glazed, image 9 x 13in (23 x 33cm)
Rainey, like George Moore, produced a number
of these cycling genre images in the late Victorian
period.
£40-60
(1)

£40-60
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272* The Premier Cycle Co. A German
‘Doos of Nürnberg’ vertical format colour
advertisement for Hillman Herbert &
Cooper, ‘Helical Premier’ bicycles, some
surface cracking at the top edge, else in
crisp condition, framed and glazed with
fade-proof glass, 26 x 13in (66 x 33cm)
(1)

267*
Meerschaum Cheroot Holder.
Contained in a fitted hinged case, a threedimensional racing cyclist of the mid-1890s
period, nicely crafted with no obvious
damage, with an amber mouthpiece broken
with material loss, 4.5in (12cm) total width
(1)

£80-120

A Collection of unframed original
drawings by Frank Patterson, all inscribed
with the title by the artist, some signed.

£80-120

268*
Bicycle Mascots. Two, twodimensional footballers, with threaded
mounts
(2)

£30-60

269* BEMO Point of Sale Stand for
bicycle lamp display, 1950s, chromiumplated, 23in (58cm) high
(1)

£30-60

270* A J. Lucas & Sons ‘Edison’ oilpowered Safety Bicycle lamp, dating circa
1893, a black-painted lamp in complete
condition with a sliding side window, sprung
mounting bracket, oval front glass with
hood, correct wick adjuster and reservoir
(1)

(1)

(1)

£40-60

£100-200

£200-400

271 C.T.C. Contour Road books. A set of
14 books similarly bound in green buckram
with gilt tooling: Volumes 1,2,3,4, (18971906), Irish Road Book Part 1 & 2 (1899
-1900), Continental Road Book France Part
1 & 2, (1899 - 1900), Germany (1898),
South & Central Europe (1901), North &
Central Europe (1901), with maps in the
front pockets; the New Series C.T.C. Road
Books for England: South East (1912),
South West (1913), North-West (1911) and
North-East (1913); and an Alpine Profile
Book (1910), all in good, clean condition, AF
(14)

273* Patterson (Frank). ‘Some Landlords I
Know’, one of Patterson’s uncommon
humorous pen-and-ink drawings, this one in
a large vertical format, loosely inserted in a
maroon card mount with a hardboard
backing, and depicting eight landlords, plus
one landlady, with a cyclist and his bicycle
standing outside a thatched inn along the
lower margin, each character is annotated by
the artist, undated, but signed in the lower
right corner, some light blue tinting, horizontal
crease mark halfway down the image, and
some dust marking, pencil annotation along
the blank lower margin of the sheet and
‘Cycling Editorial Department’ ink stamp on
the reverse, image size 18 x 12in (46 x 31cm)

275* Patterson (Frank). ‘A Time-trial in
Private’, a vertical format drawing, tinted
with blue pencil, depicting a cyclist
mounted on his light-weight racing bicycle
and looking at his wristwatch to check his
timing, two horizontal panels have been left
upright and bottom left by the artist, with
the word ‘type’ written in pencil in each, for
titling to be inserted, the drawing is again
on a larger sheet than that taken up by the
image, with the title written across the
blank upper margin of the sheet, pencil
annotations in the lower blank margin and
on the reverse, some browning and soiling,
but an attractive image, signed and dated
1923 in the lower right-hand corner, loose
with a dark green card mount, image size
13 x 10in (33 x 25cm)

274* Patterson (Frank). ‘What a strong
call it is to cyclists’, depicting a cyclist and
his bicycle standing by the side of the road
and gazing at the hilly landscape before
him, the scene possibly set in Kent, but the
space left by Patterson for a more specific
location to be inserted has not been
completed, not dated or signed, some dust
marking and with annotations in blue pencil
along the blank lower margin and left-hand
corner, image size 8 x 13in (20 x 33cm) on
a sheet measuring about 12 x 18in (31 x
46cm) mounted on brown card
(1)

£40-60

276* Patterson (Frank). ‘A Moorland
Mixture’, an illustration for an article by W.
(‘Bill’) Oakley in ‘Cycling’ depicting the back
view of a cyclist standing by his lightweight
machine and contemplating an idyllic
moorland scene, not signed or dated,
Image size 9 x 15in (23 x 38cm) on a larger
sheet mounted on brown card, annotated
in blue pencil in the blank lower right-hand
part of the drawing and along the blank
lower margin, and a little dust-marked
(1)

£50-100
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£50-100

277* Patterson (Frank). ‘Yarrow. The Vale
of Yarrow....Gordon Arms in the distance’,
the drawing has a more detailed image of
‘The Gordon Arms’ in the top right-hand
portion, next to the title, the sheet is rather
dust-marked, with some creasing, but an
attractive image, nonetheless, signed in the
bottom left-hand corner, but not dated,
‘Cycling Editorial Department’ ink stamp on
the reverse, with a dark green card mount,
image size 13 x 12in (33 x 30cm)
(1)

£40-60

278* Patterson (Frank). ‘Fell to Craven.’ &
‘Dead Levels of Romney Marsh’, two
drawings in one dark green card mount, the
first illustrating an article in ‘Cycling’ by W.
(‘Bill’) Oakley, and depicting two scenes,
‘Giggleswick Scar’ and ‘Above Ingleton’,
signed in the lower left-hand corner but not
dated, and the other, very soiled, horizontal
format cartoon image, with some tinting in
blue, depicting a cyclist contemplating the
wastes of Romney Marsh, signed and
dated 1924 in the top right-hand corner, the
image for the Oakley article is
comparatively clean, but the first letter of
the title of the article is missing, the image
sizes are 10 x 11in (25 x 29cm) and 6 x 11in
(15 x 29cm) respectively
(2)

280* Patterson (Frank). ‘The Cave and
Needle Rock, Plemont, Jersey’, a small,
vertical format drawing on a much larger
sheet, in a maroon card mount on a board
backing, the sheet unfortunately soiled and
stained, with the image somewhat spoiled
as a result, there is also a small section of
surface abrasion to the top edge of the
image, cleaning and restoration may be
possible, which would then leave quite a
nice depiction of a visitor standing on the
beach and contemplating the Needle Rock,
signed and dated 1936 in the bottom lefthand corner of the image, image size 8 x
5in (20 x 13cm)
(1)

283* Patterson (Frank). ‘Speediman’s
Impression of Potterby’ & ‘Potterby’s
Impression of Speediman’, an L-shaped
drawing and sheet, possibly lacking a
fraction of the second image on the righthand side, the first image depicts a cyclist
(the figure tinted in blue) asleep on a bank,
his bicycle (draped in cobwebs) resting
against the wooden fence behind him, while
the companion drawing simply shows a
cloud of dust, presumably thrown up as
Speediman shoots by, some soiling, signed
and dated 1923 in the top left-hand corner,
image size (maximum) 12 x 11in (30 x 28cm)
(1)

281* Patterson (Frank). ‘The Roman Wall,
Piercebridge’, depicting a workman labouring
in a doorway at the side of the wall, initialled
and dated 1934 beneath the title at the
bottom of the image and, apart from a note
in pencil (<2’>) in the blank lower margin, an
unblemished image, loosely mounted in
black card, and with a hardboard backing
(loose), image size 10 x 6in (25 x 15cm)
(1)

£40-60

284 The Cyclist - Bicycling & Tricycle
Trades Review. Vol 1 No 1 of October 22
1879, to No 52 of October 13 1880, the
weekly issues originally bound as one volume
with covers and advertisements, now in need
of some TLC, the volume has lost its rear
cover, and the gatherings have become
separated, the pages from issue number one
are dry and flaky, with some pages missing,
the remainder sound, albeit in need of deacidification, but restorable. Please handle
with care, restricted viewing. (AF)
(1)

(2)

(1)

£60-90

£150-200

285 1877 British High Roads Part 1,
North and North Eastern routes, 91pp. with
maps and bicycling advertisements, a loose
binding, but pages sound, albeit with a little
water damage, the Cyclist Road Book by
Charles Spencer, dated 1891, 222pp. and
advertisements, the spine deteriorated,
and early pages loose. Please handle with
care, restricted viewing. (AF)

£40-60

279* Patterson (Frank). ‘And then he sets
forth’ & ‘Knocking on the door’, two images
on one sheet mounted on brown card, both
depicting the same cyclist with his
machine, the first showing him mounting
as he departs ‘ready to go anywhere and
do anything’, and the second as he knocks
on the door of the thatched Bull Inn, both
figures are tinted blue, the first drawing is
initialled FP and dated 1926 in the bottom
right-hand corner; the other is not signed or
dated, both are a somewhat dust-marked
and there are pencil annotations in the
blank upper margin of the sheet, each
image measures about 10 x 7in (25 x 18cm)

£20-30

£20-30

£50-100

286* C.T.C. Ephemera dating from the
1930s and later, to include membership
cards, 14 Fixture Cards and the like, CTC
touring routes and a Tour of Switzerland
circa 1960, with embroidered flags and a
felt hat with a 1937 badge attached
(a qty)

282*
Patterson (Frank). ‘Touring
Companions’, a large vertical sheet with a
dozen caricatured figures of the artist’s
cycling fraternity, each figure tinted in blue
pencil, as is the title, which has the artist’s
signature and the date 1923 below it, the
margins of the sheet are soiled, but the
drawing itself, though somewhat dusty, is
comparatively unscathed, Patterson’s
comedic drawings appear to be
uncommon, not mounted, image size 16 x
12in (40 x 30cm)
(1)

£50-100

287* The Road Time Trials. Various
documents relating to events, together
with Champions Concert programmes,
Road Records Association dinner menus
and newspaper cuttings
(a qty)

£40-80

288 1906 Sport-Album ‘Rad Welt’. A
129pp. portrait format square-backed
German text book discussing various
aspects of competition cycling and motoring
in Germany, with good monochrome images
and advertisements, printed on art paper,
several pages loose, rubbed corners
(1)
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£40-80

£60-90

289 1912 Sport-Album ‘Rad Welt’. A
131pp. including advertisements, squarebacked German text book discussing
various aspects of competition cycling and
pacing
in
Germany,
with
good
monochrome images and advertisements,
printed on art paper, a good clean copy
(1)

295* A 1916 Badger Brass Mfg. Co.,
‘Solar’ acetylene gas-powered lamp, in
what appears to be in unused condition,
and features its correct mounting bracket,
burner, side glasses and water control
valve, offered with the lamp are instructions
for use and its original delivery box, the box
is complete, but the top of the box has
come away from its sides

£80-120

290* Headstock Badges for Alcyon,
Savoiarde, Asti and Triumph, all in good or
better condition
(4)

£30-60

291
Victorian-Edwardian bound
magazines with cycling content - ‘The
Strand Magazine’ Vol. IV 1892 (bound), ‘The
Royal Magazine’ Vol. VII 1901/02 (bound),
also, seven cycling books: Victorian &
Edwardian Cycling & Motoring by Demaus;
Bicycling Science by Whitt & Wilson;
Joyous Cycling, 1st edition and signed
copy; Wheels of Chance by H.G.Wells,
1918 illustrated edition; and other booklets:
‘Tour de France 1903-2004’; Centenary 78100 Years of British Cycling; Fallen Angel
(Fausto Coppi); Put me back on my bike by
Simpson; Cycle Racing by Ken Bowden;
and One more kilometre and we’re in the
showers by Tim Hilton
(a qty)

(3)

293* A Joseph Lucas & Son Co., ‘Silver
King’ oil-powered bicycle lamp, being a
rare American manufactured example
assembled by the New Departure Co., of
Bristol, Connecticut, USA, dating circa
1898, it retains its original nickel-plating,
side glasses and mounting bracket
(1)

£100-150

296 Raleigh. Five brochures for the years,
1932, 1938, 1956, 1959 and another
(5)

£30-60

£80-120

297* A child’s scooter having a sprung
platform, solid rubber tyres and wooden
grips

£40-80

(1)

294* A circa 1891 John P. Lovell Arms
Co., ‘Diamond’ oil-powered Safety Bicycle
lamp, of American design, this lamp
featured a clear front glass and side glasses
cut like diamonds, a trend of several
makers at this time, the lamp was retailed
with a UK design registration number of
25602 stamped on the base, the rear
mounting bracket is correct, there is a hairline crack in the front glass, a small chip in
a side glass and the reservoir is a wellconceived replacement
A fine lamp.
(1)

£50-100

298* Odometer. A Veeder ‘Cyclometer’
with a combination mileage recorder and a
three-window trip for a 28-inch wheel,
dated 1940 and comes with its spoke
attached striker
(2)

£50-100

£200-300

292* A Joseph Lucas ‘Candle Lamp’.
Dated 1911, a third model example in
delightful condition with its original nickelplating and fittings, small abrasions and
denting to the rim
(1)

£100-150

Lot 295

299* Odometer. A Miles ‘Silver Medal’
mileage log, designed to be attached to a
crank, a brass case with a silver dial and
outer ring measuring 70-miles
(1)
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£200-300

Lot 300

Lot 301

Lot 302

300* A Geoffrey Butler Gentleman’s
Semi-lightweight Roadster of the 1960s,
with a light blue frame numbered 74184, it
possesses centre-pull GB brakes, closeratio ten-speed Campagnolo gearing,
decorative cutaway lugs, GB handlebars,
Dunlop 27 inch HP rims, Brooks B17N
saddle, and period rear light

301* A Holdsworth Gentleman’s Touring
Bicycle dating from the 1950s, finished in
dark blue, the frame number is 13615(?),
and it comes with Durax Service Courses
cranks, Maffac cantilever brakes, Suntour
GT ten-speed gearing, rear rack, bottle
carrier, GB handlebar extension, Lucifer
dynamo with H. Miller head and rear lamps,
Bluemels All-rounder gold mudguards

302* A Raleigh Mk 1 ‘Chopper’ Youth’s
Bicycle. Offered in original, unmolested
condition, the bicycle features original
orange enamel, plated mudguards, optional
extra front-mounted luggage rack, hub
gearing, speedometer and prop-stand

(1)

£120-160

(1)

(1)

£100-140

£120-160

303* A circa 1903 Dursley Pedersen
Gentleman’s Bicycle. A size 3 (?) machine
numbered 4114, the size number being
indistinct, restored to a high standard a few
years ago, it possesses cow-horn
handlebars, three-speed DP gearing with a
down tube control of the correct type, front
stirrup brake operated by Bowden cable,
but an auxiliary back-pedalling brake fitted
to the bottom bracket, together with a
Lucas bell and nicely rewoven saddle, the
correct style nickel-plating is in excellent
order, as are the green enamel finish and
the stainless Westwood rims
(1)

Lot 303

36

£2000-3000

304* A Diamond-Framed Safety Bicycle,
having a 22-inch frame, 18-inch handlebars
with a 30-inch front wheel and a 28-inch
rear wheel, white 1¼-inch tyring on
crescent rims, block driving chain to the
rear wheel, front plunger brake operated by
a handlebar lever and a rear mudguard, an
unrestored machine with very light rusting,
the front mudguard is missing and an outof-period oil-powered lamp is fitted
(1)

£1500-2000

Lot 304

305* A circa 1885 Singer & Co. 56-inch
Ordinary, having an oval backbone swaged
at the rear to incorporate forks holding an
18-inch trailing wheel, the hollow fluted
front forks hold adjustable main bearings
and a bronze hub with 6-inch slotted cranks
and ‘Matchless’ type pedals, a 20thCentury made hub lamp is fitted, the¾-inch
crescent rims possess butted spokes and
black rubber tyring, 26-inch hooped
handlebars with ‘T’ handles are fitted and
an ‘International’ type saddle with a later
leather cover, also offered is a Victoria No
24 Ruggle bell, two early spanners, one
example marked ‘Singer’, and a patented
bicycle lock with a key
(5)

£3400-3800

Lot 305

37

310* 1900 Raglan No 17 Roadster. A gentleman’s bicycle with a
23½-inch black-enamelled frame with a cottered bottom bracket, ‘D’section mudguards with 28-inch Westwood style rims, other features
include an inch-pitch driving chain to a fixed rear wheel, an 8-inch chain
set with 7-inch cranks and rubber block pedals, 18-inch curved-flat
handlebars with celluloid grips, a ‘1900 Leatherless’ saddle, leather
frame bag and tool bag, the plunger brake operating on the front
wheel is nicely nickel-plated, as are the handlebars, cranks, fork caps
and seat stem, the feet supports on the front forks are painted

306* A 1952 49cc Cairns ‘MOCYC’ Auxiliary Engine and
Sunbeam Bicycle. Driving on the front wheel, this particularly rare
engine, even by low-production cycle-motor standards, was
designed in 1949 by GYS of Bournemouth and manufactured by
Cairns of Todmorden, Lancashire, who also made Cairns bicycles,
consisting of an unusual one-piece alloy engine unit and casting
numbered 5826, it possesses Wipac ignition and comes with hand
controls, a file of information and fastenings, the Lady’s Sunbeam
is a rare very early example of the ‘LT’ model, with no model
identifying code in the number, the first ‘austerity’ bicycle from John
Marston Ltd. Most of the non-oil-bath models lose their identity
when over-painted and, unlike ‘racing’ cycles, no one searches out
a Lady’s bicycle. Very original, even down to the steel, spear point
‘mudguards, speedo and drive with Lucas lighting and other fittings,
the photograph shows the engine placed in position, but not
connected with its fastenings or the hand-controls in place. AF
(a qty)

The particular joy of this bicycle is that it comes with its original June 1900
dated receipt for £8.8.0, quoting a frame number of B4592, and is in
significantly rideable condition. A photocopy of a circa 1900 Raglan catalogue
comes with its purchase.
£1700-2100
(1)

£500-800

307* Buckley Brothers. A small gentleman’s or youth’s lightweight
bicycle frame measuring 17½-inches and featuring its original satingreen finish, original decals, gilt, red and green lining and a
headstock badge with the address, ‘61 Dartmouth Rd, Forest Hill,
London, SE’, nicely finished with decorative lugs and Chater-Lea
fittings, it possesses a 6-inch chain wheel, 4-inch cranks and a seat
tube, deserving to be made up as a bicycle
(1)

£180-220

308* A circa 1962 Viking lightweight 23½-inch frame and forks,
painted blue with a post 1960 style headstock badge, the number
beneath the bottom bracket appears to be 130150, but is indistinct
unfortunately
(1)

£40-80

309* A circa 1962 Viking lightweight 23-inch frame and forks, with
its original metallic blue finish and ‘Tour of Britain’ decals and a post
1960 style headstock badge, the number beneath the bottom
bracket is 106843, the finish and details are now showing their age
(1)

311* A late 1860s Vélocipède. A smaller-framed bicycle than one
normally encounters, this machine having had front and rear wheels
replaced, nicely crafted to pattern by S. J. Harris. Indeed, please see
the photograph of the wheelwright with the wheels, talking to HRH
Prince Charles at the Ironbridge museum about 35-years ago, the
front wheel measures 33-inches and the rear 29-inches, and they
appear to possess their original iron tyring, these, together with the
iron frame and ancillaries, have been treated with preservative, and
left to provide an excellent foundation for the completion of the
restoration, other features include a brake mechanism and return
spring, saddle pan, handlebars and later turned grips and shaped
cranks, the nearside being an original, with bob pedals fitted,
unusually, the frame incorporates a slot to allow the front of the
saddle spring to move back and forth with the spring

£40-80

(1)

38

£1200-1800

312* A circa 1884 Joseph Dumbleton ‘Lion’ 52-inch
Ordinary. In delightfully unmolested condition, ‘Lion’
bicycles were manufactured in the Cheapside area of
Birmingham, where the local industry included saddle
makers, coach-builders and iron works. Indeed, the brass
shield on the backbone, just behind the saddle, is
inscribed, ‘Lion - J. Dumbleton Maker Cheapside
Birmingham’, features of the bicycle include a spoon
brake and return spring, single blade hollow forks, slotted
cranks with original pedals fitted, adjustable main
bearings, original crescent rims, International type saddle
with a later cover and coil springs, two mounting steps,
thigh guard, Challis style bell and semi-drop hooped
handlebars with ‘T’ turned wooden grips, in very good,
original condition, several spokes missing
(1)

£2000-2500

Lot 312

313* A circa 1877 Starley Bros., 48-inch Tangentspoked Ordinary. A rare and historic bicycle
demonstrating the 1874 James Starley ‘tangent spoking’
patent, with ‘V’ section rims, the machine boasts original
features, to include 22 inch straight handlebars with
original turned grips, solid forks with period plain bearing,
slotted 7½ inch cranks with original pedals and rubbers,
wedge cotter pins, the remains of the rear wheel brake
mechanism and cord loops operated by the right hand
twisting handlebar, fold-down feet supports, original
saddle pan and sprung support, the leather cover being a
replacement, currently painted black, a celebrated survivor
(1)

Lot 313
39

£2000-3000

314* A circa 1869 Vélocipède. Finished in
a pleasant shade of red with cream lining
to the wheels and both fork stays, the front
wheel measuring 33½-inches and the rear
is 29 inches, they appear to possess their
original iron tyring, other features include a
working brake mechanism, leather-covered
saddle pan, leather panniers, 22½-inch
handlebars and turned oak grips, the
wooden triangular pedals are fitted to 7 inch
cranks and the main bearings are good but
appear to need adjustment via the tapered
pins, this machine comes with an (out of
period) Rose Mfg. Co., oil lamp fitted to a
purpose-made bracket, and a Ruggle Bell,
with a little adjustment, a useable bicycle
(1)

£2000-3000

Lot 314

315* A circa 1898 Crypto Cycle Co.,
‘Alpha Bantam’ GFD. With 22-inch
Westwood style rims with cream
pneumatic tyres fitted, 6½ inch cranks with
block rubber pedals, adjustable main
bearings, correctly fitted forward mounted
feet rests, 20 inch semi-drop handlebars
with cork grips, Lucas roller bell and
luggage wrap support fitted, the right-hand
lever operates a stirrup brake on the rear
wheel, and the correct style mudguards are
box lined with well-positioned stays, also
fitted is a leather Brooks saddle with a pre1910 ‘OO’ pierced badge on the rear, the
Crypto gearing, No 8132, appears to work
well. A machine that has been carefully
used until recently, and almost ready for
the road today. A nicely restored bicycle,
having a black enamel finish with correct
style decals and signage
(1)

Lot 315

40

£2500-3500

318* Bates of London E13, Gentleman’s Lightweight Bicycle,
having a 22 inch frame, remains of its original light green finish and
decals, it possesses a B.S.A. three-speed hub gear, ‘Resilion’ front
bakes and calliper rear, 26 inch Endrick rims, post 1935 ‘Diadrant’
front forks and a ‘Bat’ headstock badge. A good, original machine
that will respond to refurbishment

316* A Drükopp & Co., Shaft-Drive Lady’s Bicycle. A significantly
complete machine in need of restoration, comprising a 22-inch
double-braced frame, 21-inch flat handlebars, beaded-edge rims with
original back-brake hub and front hub, a complete shaft-drive
assembly, original mudguards and plunger brake and lever (currently
detached), offered with the bicycle are two beaded-edge tyre covers
and two mudguards
(5)

(1)

£100-150

£300-500

319* Vélocipède. An interesting restoration project, comprising a
circa 1870 period iron frame with saddle support, with fitted spoon
brake, steering stock, 30½ inch rear wheel, 35½ inch front wheel
with cranks and wooden pedals, both with loose hubs, the front
forks and handlebars are missing
(1)

317* Lightweight Bicycle. A circa 1975 period bicycle having an
unnumbered frame but following the Hetchins ‘Hellenic’ build
format. it comprises an ‘H’ headstock badge, decorated front fork
crowns, 27-inch Alloy rims with Campagnolo narrow flange quick
release hubs, an ‘H’ decorated handlebar extension with 18-inch
dropped handlebars, excellent lug-work picked out in gold on a black
enamelled 24-inch frame, calliper brakes, 12-speed gearing, chain
wheels, and fluted cranks with Campagnolo ‘Gransport’ pedals, a
Brooks ‘Professional’ saddle is fitted, together with a period
pneumatic pump and saddle bag. Owned by the vendor for more
than 30 years, the bicycle is in delightfully clean and highly useable
condition
(1)

£300-400

320* A Raleigh ‘Clubman’. Believed to date from the late 1940s, the
frame number being present but indistinct, it possesses a 22 inch
frame and retains its original light green enamel and decals, albeit
somewhat distressed, modern SuperMaxy cranks and chain rings,
Shimano 600 six-speed gearing, Brooks B17 saddle, double water
bottles, calliper brakes, aluminium rear rack and period mudguards

£800-1200

(1)

41

£300-400

321* John Williams of Neath semilightweight tricycle. A 22 inch frame
finished in red enamel and retaining
aluminium tubeless rims, ‘Touring’ tyres,
aluminium mudguards, 17 inch handlebars,
double brakes on the front wheel
(Weinmann & Mavac), Brooks B17 saddle
and saddle bag, 14 speed Suntour gearing,
a bottle carrier and handlebars mounted
mirrors
(1)

£150-200

322* A circa 1891 Trigwell & Co. of
London, ‘Regent’ 52-inch Ordinary.
Originally a pneumatic-tyred bicycle, but
now with solid tyring, it possesses
(probably) its original deep-set 1-inch hollow
crescent rim with a hole (now with a rubber
plug) for the inflation valve, featuring direct
spoking into an original hub, the adjustable
main bearings are intact, and the 7-inch
cracks possess original nickel-plating with
caps at the spindle ends. Trigwell’s 1886
patent ball bearing head and dust cover are
fitted, as are two mud scrapers fitted to
either side of the hollow forks. The oval
backbone extends down to gentle flowing
rear forks. The rear wheel does not have a
pneumatic rim, so may be a replacement.
The writer is of the opinion that this bicycle
was intended for competition work for the
following reasons: a rear step was
apparently not fitted, the spoon brake
mechanism, while of some age, could well
be a later addition, the deep-drop 24-inch
handlebars with palm grips imply
competition and the saddle mount may
well be later, which may imply that,
originally, a lightweight frame saddle was
fitted. However, the vendor has
manufactured a rear step in the HHC style,
which is perfectly serviceable. This bicycle
has been used and enjoyed at many events
in the hands of the vendor
(1)

£1800-2200

Lot 322

323* A circa 1892 Howe Machine Co., No 11 Roadster. Although attribution is a little
unclear, this Safety Bicycle appears to match the period advertisements for the Howe
cushion-tyred model, the 21½-inch frame is finished in a semi-gloss black finish, and features
two 28 x 1¼-inch rims with cushion-tyres fitted, plunger brake to the front wheel, ‘D’ section
mudguards, 20-inch handlebars with celluloid grips, matching foot rests, period pedals with
later rubber blocks and detachable 7-inch cranks. The inch-pitch block chain was renewed
when the machine was restored some twenty years ago. It comes with a leather saddle
currently with a modern padded cover fitted, a leather tool bag and a hand-held vice,
successfully pressed into use as a spoke tightener. The nickel-plating is in excellent condition,
and the bearings free and serviceable
(1)

£1200-1600

42

324* A George Brooks Semi-Lightweight Bicycle, possessing a
green-enamelled 19-inch frame with 26-inch Endrick rims,
Weinmann side-pull calliper brakes, five speed Huret Svelto (first
style) Derailleur gearing, racing saddle, 16-inch dropped handlebars
and Alloy pedals fitted to a pair of crank-length adjusters, no
mudguards fitted
(1)

£200-300

325* A Solid-Tyred Safety Bicycle. A black-painted bicycle with
good quality, old-style nickel-plating and retaining its rear and front
mudguards, front plunger brake, 30 x ¾-inch wheels with good
rubber tyring, inch-pitch chain driven by 6-inch cranks and chain
wheel covered by a chain-guard. Other features include a lamp
bracket, refurbished leather saddle, period-style pedals and 26-inch
handlebars with turned wooden grips. A very presentable machine.
(1)

Lot 324

Lot 325

43

£2000-3000

328* A circa 1931 Raleigh Record. A forerunner of the Record
Ace, a lower frame model with a number of 16761, having a black
enamel finish and decals, the 22-inch frame includes a chain wheel
dated ‘S’ (1931), driving a double fixed hub, Endrick rims with
wingnuts back and front, a Bowden cable operated contracting brake
to the front wheel, North Road handlebars mounted on a single tube
extension, Raleigh pneumatic pump, rat-trap pedals with toe clips
and a Lucas ‘Calcia Cadet’ acetylene gas lamp fitted to the nearside
fork with a bell and a B17 saddle

326* A circa 1937 Bates Brothers, Lightweight Bicycle, having a
22-inch black enamelled Cantiflex 531 tubed frame numbered 9065,
with gilt box lining and Bates decals, it also features Bates ‘Diadrant’
front forks and Rigida mudguard eyes, Chater-Lea chain wheel and
6½-inch removable cranks, a sports KS6 Sturmey Archer rear hub
and top tube mounted quadrant change, semi-drop 18-inch
handlebars, Brooks B17 saddle, Resilion ‘Cantilette’ brakes and
cream Bluemels mudguards with a ‘Spearpoint’ front extension and
a 1937 dated ‘Coronation’ rear cover. Ready for the road, it sports a
pneumatic pump, a rare 12-volt Dynohub front hub dynamo with its
correct front and rear lamps, together with a chromium-plated bell
(1)

(1)

£600-800

329* A circa 1910 Dursley-Pedersen gentleman’s bicycle. With
a size 5 frame numbered 5983, a nicely restored bicycle finished in
green enamel and gilt lining, it features a Pedersen three-speed rear
hub with a correct down tube changer, a DP chain-case with a
Dursley Pedersen transfer, correct style mudguards, also with the
appropriate decal, a newly woven saddle, semi-drop handlebars with
inverted levers operating both the front and rear stirrup brakes, split
rubber pedals attached to 6-inch cranks, excellent nickel-plating and
a circa 1920 Powell and Hanmer ‘Chieftain’ acetylene gas lamp
mounted

£700-900

(1)

£2500-3500

327* A circa 1948 Bates ‘Best All Rounder’ Lightweight Bicycle.
Having a 23-inch cream enamel Cantiflex 531 tubed frame with box
lining and Bates decals, albeit with two Westcliff on Sea transfers,
this delightful bicycle features Bates Diadrant front forks, a ChaterLea chain set and fluted 7-inch cranks driving a fixed-wheel Sturmey
Archer ASC three-speed hub gear dated February 1950, with an alloy
shell, also, a pair of Resillion brakes, the front being lockable,
Reynolds handlebar extension with a ‘Coloral’ water bottle and quick
release carrier fitted, correct gear lever, aluminium pump, Bluemels
‘Lightweight’ mudguards supported by Rigida eyes, rat-trap pedals
and toe clips. Coming with this lot is also a spare Chater-Lea chain
ring and a large flange front hub

330* A 1950 Raleigh ‘Superbe’ Roadster. Retaining its original
dark green enamel, with correct labelling and all fittings, this is a rare
post-WWII model with Bowden cable brakes, stainless steel rims
and spokes, and owing to war shortages, a three-speed Sturmey
Archer rear Dyno hub dated 1950, fitted is the correct Lucas head
and rear lamp, together with the down tube battery holder, its
steering lock retains its key together with a Brooks B56 leather
saddle, calliper brakes, saddle bag, prop-stand, chain case, green
pump and mudguards. The enamel and chromium-plating are in
marvellous order given that this is 65-year old survivor

(3)

(1)

£700-900

44

£400-600

Lot 329

331* A 1921 Raleigh ‘Special’ Model B Roadster. With a 24-inch
frame numbered 633919, a nicely restored bicycle with box lining
and correct style decals, black enamelled chain-case and handlebars,
with latter with roller brake levers operating period stirrup brakes on
28-inch Westwood rims, also fitted is a period rear rack, a Lucas bell,
a Brooks (OO) badged leather saddle a 1908 period Lucas
‘Holophote’ and a Powell and Hanmer rear oil-powered lamps. A Ktype gear hub and brass pump and block rubber pedals complete
the ensemble. In fine, rideable condition
(1)

332* A circa 1929 Sunbeam ‘Golden’ Roadster. A blackenamelled 24-inch frame numbered 160463, with gilt box lining and
transfers, the bicycle features Sunbeam braking operated by roller
levers, 28-inch Roman rims, correct style mudguards and chain-case,
Brooks B90 leather saddle, celluloid grips, the right hand with a
screw cap, rear rack and split rubber pedals, a leather tool bag
featuring a spanner wallet, with spanners, is fitted behind the
saddle. An altogether delightful machine, ready to be enjoyed
(1)

£400-600

45

£400-600

Lot 333
333* Hetchins Magnum Opus Millennium. Created for the year
2000, a special limited edition of only 15 produced, the first
numbered 2000, with this example being numbered 2014, this
distinctive bicycle has an interesting colour scheme of light blue with
plated lugs, front and rear forks and a seat tube placed ‘H’ motif,
the bicycle comes with a complete Campagnolo ‘Record’ group-set
and 20-speed gearing, Mavic rims with quick release hubs, toe clip
pedals and carbon fibre parts, the brakes are ‘Record’ side-pull
callipers with correct combination gear and brake levers attached to
18-inch handlebars. A Brooks ‘Professional’ leather saddle
completes the ensemble. In practically perfect condition, the serial
number transfer has lifted a little
(1)

£1800-2400

334* 1977 Alan Framed Lightweight Bicycle. With an Italian 22½inch aluminium frame numbered S66977, this bicycle has been
created using all Campagnolo ‘Record’ equipment, to include rims
with quick release hubs, water bottle and 12-speed gearing, sidepull brakes and levers, Barelli pedals and Cinelli handlebars and
saddle. This bicycle comes with the original Campagnolo component
delivery boxes and a September 1977 dated receipt for the frame
(1)

46

£700-900

336* A circa 1980 H.R. Morris lightweight Tricycle. This attractive
machine possesses a cream enamelled 23¼-inch frame numbered
591, originally built for a Peter Cass who was employed by Hobbs
Brothers, Albert Hobbs supplied the ‘Blue Ribbon’ lug set (of the preWWII type) and was subsequently the last tricycle that Dick Morris
made before he retired. The tricycle is finished in light cream with
red and gold decals, the fittings include Simplex 12-speed gearing,
PMP Brevettato L-shaped Cranks with a double chain-set operated
via Campagnolo controls mounted on the downtube, pedals with toe
clips, Mavic rims and continental tubeless tyres, the front wheel
having a Campagnolo quick release large flange hub. The 18-inch drop
handlebars are fitted to a Cinelli extension and the Spidel levers
operate the dual front brakes by Mavic and Campagnolo. Having
seen very little use, this tricycle has been carefully dry stored for 35
years. The lot comes with a manuscript letter from Dick Morris, dated
1995, confirming this tricycle’s legitimacy

335* A circa 1993 Mercian Gentleman’s Lightweight Bicycle. A
22½-inch frame finished in black and grey enamel and possessing
Campagnolo fittings, to include 16-speed gearing and controls, their
‘Mountain Bike Fittings’ range, Wolber rims with quick release hubs,
Brooks Colt saddle, water carrier mounted on the seat tube, centrepull brakes, dynamo lighting, rear rack, pump, etcetera. A complete,
useable bicycle, albeit the front tyre and tube are missing
(1)

£400-600

(1)

£400-600

337* A 1991 Trevor Jarvis ‘Flying Gate’
lightweight gentleman’s bicycle. Made to
special order for the vendor, the 26-inch
frame is numbered 91434 and features a
Cinellicast bottom bracket, centre-pull
Brake Bridge for the Mafac centre pull
brake, a chain hook on the seat stay, a 4inch handlebar extension with embossed
JH and Super Niavana lugs with 531
tubing. Campagnolo fittings include ‘Rally’
ten-speed gearing, ‘Super Record’
headset, pedals with toe clips, PMP
Brevettato L-shaped Cranks with a double
chain-set, Bluemels ‘Club Special’
mudguards, Mavic rims with Continental
tyres fitted and 17-inch handlebars.
Finished in black, the forks, steering
crown, rear stays are chromium-plated,
and the correct decals and accompanying
paperwork completes the assemblage. In
practically perfect condition, having for the
past 25-years been hanging on a wall in
the vendors home, and only completing
little more than 50-miles previously
(1)

Lot 337
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£1000-1500

Lot 338
338* A circa 1891 Pneumatic Tyred Safety Bicycle. One of the
earliest pneumatic tyred bicycles extant because original examples
of early Pneumatics are extremely rare, and doubly so in this
example because it is offered with an original ‘Bartlett’ tyre and tube.
Indeed, this tyre was probably the first practical, easily detachable,
bicycle tyre in history, yet the tyres quickly became obsolete,
assuring that many of these bicycles were abandoned. The rims
represent Bartlett Clincher Rims of the 1890 pattern as per their
patent No 16,783. The rim was also patented in America in 1891,
Numbered 448,793. (Please see this image via the internet
description). Manufactured by the North British Rubber Co. of
Edinburgh. It was the first type of tyre to be easily detachable from
the rim, and the first serious competitor for Dunlop. By 1892 these
tyres were fitted with all-rubber inner tubes, rather than the earlier
tube with a canvas liner and a large one-way valve, an example of
which comes with this bicycle. The front wheel is 30-inches, the rear
28-inches. A standard 28 x 1½-inch beaded edge tyre is now fitted
to the front rim, making the bicycle complete and rideable.
(Instructions can be provided on how to stretch a new tyre onto the
rim). The frame is 20-inch with a sloping top tube, remote steering
head on conical bearings and sweeping handlebars. The saddle
cover, handlebar grips, pedals and plunger brake are of the period
style, but it possesses its original spokes, mudguards and stays.
There is some pitting to metal parts. Generally in very original, oily
rag, rideable condition
(1)

339* A circa 1893 Elswick Cycle Co., Safety Bicycle. An
expensive bicycle in the early 1890s, this very original machine has
never been restored, and the remains of brick red enamel probably
represents its original finish. Indeed, the 1892 catalogue reports
that, ‘our bicycles are available in black or colours’. The trademark
cross-over down tubes are a dominant feature of this imposing but
lightweight 24-inch frame, and also showcased are beautiful round
section cranks with lightweight rat trap pedals, wide handlebars,
lever operated plunger brake to the front wheel and replacement
saddle leather and grips. It is fitted with ‘Green Tyres’. These are
lightweight cushion tyres and were bonded to the rims because the
rims are uncommon sizes. The valves are therefore ‘false’. Highly
useable and one of only several similar machines surviving
(1)

£1800-2200

339A A circa 1980 Moulton AM2. A lightweight folding bicycle,
having an 18-inch frame numbered 444028, finished in gun metal
grey, calliper brake to the front, back-pedalling rear brake, foam grips
and soft leather-covered saddle. In good highly usable condition.
(1)

£2500-3500
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£400-600

Lot 341

Lot 339

Lot 342

340* Victorian Wheels. A pair of Victorianstyle wheels, 93cm diameter
These were spare wheels made to a very high
standard for the 1898 Ornithopter (wing flapping
flying machine) constructed for the 1985 Steven
Spielberg film production “Young Sherlock
Holmes”.
£1500-2000
(2)

Lot 340

342* Mac Kain. Bath chair by Mac Kain of Paris, circa 1880, the
button-upholstered interior with concatea hood turned spindle body
on leather strapted sprung steel chassis and 78cm spoked steel
wheels with white rubber tyres, the foul weather cover with unusual
hinged mahogany framed glass screen with two hinged glass doors,
evidence of coach painting and pin stripping, lacking cushion, front
wheel assembly and side covers

341* Moulton Deluxe cycle with “Sturmy Archer” 3 gear change,
and a Puch Jungmeister Super Standard cycle with “Styria” 3 gear
change
(2)

£100-150

(1)
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£400-600

343* Monoplane Evocation. Built in the late 20th century, a quarter-size, scratch-built
fanciful representation of an early Bleriot-style monoplane, the construction appears to be
based on a late Victorian bath chair, with 65cm solid-tyred direct-spoked wheels fitted to a
60cm wide common axle with plain bearings, the galleried back driver’s seat is supported
by full elliptical springing, the chassis is completed with direct steering to a single front wheel
with acute castered forks and single vertical pin bearing, a ‘U’-shaped bar allows for the
support of the feet on either side of the steering tiller, mounted above the driver is a singlecylinder four-stroke engine, probably removed from a lawn mower, but featuring spinning
magneto-electrics, a cooling fan, carburettor, exhaust and petrol tank, the crank spins a threebladed propeller via a stabilising gear, the tail fin, wings and propeller have been created by
stretching a doped fabric-style material over a solid-bar framework, creating a birdlike effect,
clearly manufactured to a high standard, its specific original purpose is unknown, although
possibly designed for a soapbox derby, or a cycle race of the Goodwood variety, height
116cm, width 270cm, length 206cm
Exhibition as a fun display piece in a motoring museum or transport collection would be ideal.
(1)
£3000-4000
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MARITIME PRINTS, DRAWINGS & COLLECTABLES

344* Burford (Thomas, 1710-1774). A Squadron at Anchor, preparing
to Sail, & A Squadron under Sail to form a Line of Battle, printed for
Robert Sayer, [1798], a pair of hand coloured mezzotints, each with
title in English and French to lower margin, and numbered 1 & 2 to
lower left corner respectively, margins trimmed, plate size 250 x 350
mm (9.8 x 13.75 ins), corner-mounted, modern frames, glazed
347* Earlom (Richard, 1743-1822). The Right Honorable Lord
Nelson, K.B., Rear Admiral of the Blue &c., published by B.B. Evans,
December 7th 1798, mezzotint printed in colours by Earlom after
Lemuel F. Abbott, some minor marks, margins trimmed, plate size
51 x 35.5cm (20 x 14 ins), antique-style gilt frame, glazed

The first two from a set of four plates depicting the Battle of the Nile in
August 1798, in which Nelson defeated the French.
(2)
£100-150

345* Cargo Lights. A large pair of ship’s cargo lights, circa 1960s,
of aluminium construction with circular glass and fixing mounts,
50cm high
(2)

(1)

£200-300

£300-500

346* Cunard Line. A twin-funnel Cunard Line steamship leaving
harbour, 1908, oil on Winsor & Newton artist’s board, by F.W. Huckle,
signed and dated 7/2/08, 235 x 154 mm (9.25 x 6 ins), framed

348* Earlom (Richard, 1743-1822). Henry d’Esterre Darby Esqr.,
Captain of His Majesty’s Ship Bellerophon Aug 1st 1798, published
by B.B. Evans, January 1801, mezzotint printed in colours by Earlom
after Sir William Beechey, with margins, plate size 50.5 x 35.5cm
(20 x 14 ins), antique-style gilt frame, glazed

(1)

(1)

£70-100
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£100-150

349* Earlom (Richard, 1743-1822). Vice Admiral Colpoys,
published by B.B. Evans, November 1 1797, mezzotint printed in
colours by Earlom after Pelegrini, margins trimmed, plate size 50 x
36cm (19.75 x 14.2 ins), anqtique-style frame, glazed
(1)

£100-150

351* Green (Valentine, 1739-1813). The Right Honourable
Alexander Lord Bridport, K:B: Admiral of the White, and Vice Admiral
of England, published by L.F. Abbbott, March 16th 1796, mezzotint
printed in colours, by Valentine Green after Lemuel F. Abbott,
margins trimmed, plate size 50.5 x 38cm (20 x 15 ins), antique-style
gilt frame, glazed, with Parker Gallery label to verso
(1)

350* Earlom (Richard, 1743-1822). The Right Honble. Lord
Viscount Duncan &c. Admiral of the Blue, and Commander in Chief
of His Majesty’s Ships in the North Sea at the Defeat of the Dutch
Fleet, on the 11th of October, 1797, published by J.S. Copley, March
1 1798, mezzotint printed in colours by Earlom after John Singleton
Copley, margins trimmed, some toning and pale browning to edges,
plate size 51 x 36cm (20 x 14.2 ins), antique-style frame, glazed
(1)

£100-150

352* Laurent (Jean, 1816-1886). A three-masted ship and two
sailing boats in rough sea, circa 1870, oil on panel, signed in block
capitals lower right, light scratch to clouds upper right, 28 x 38cm
(1)

£100-150
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£100-200

353* Mitchell (William Frederick, 1845-1914). An archive of over 400 pen and ink drawings of naval ships, destroyers cruisers and other
pre-World War I vessels, mostly circa 1901-1914, all pen and ink with occasional pencil and scattered touches of watercolour and gouache
but generally plain, mostly apparently final tracing and all numbered (circa 2000-3118) and all but a few signed ‘W. Fred Mitchell’ and mostly
dated, some on lined paper, occasional notes for preparation for publication in Brassey’s Naval Annual, etc., the majority within pen and ink
rules and with name of vessel in capital inked letter beneath lower rule, 22 on sheet sizes approximately 26.5 x 37.5cm (10.5 x 14.75in), 2
slightly larger, the remainder drawn to rectos of 336 sheets, approximately 19 x 28.5cm (7.5 x 11in), of these 56 sheets with 2 half-page
drawings, all sheets with versos blank, scattered minor marks and corner pinholes, but generally VG, the collection now neatly presented
in clear sleeves in 4 modern folders
An impressive collection of what would appear to be Mitchell’s drawings for his own reference collection. Mitchell numbered his works consecutively and
the identification numbers run to more than 3,500 works. This archive therefore records over 10% of his entire output. Many of the drawings would have
been used for Brassey’s Naval Annual and similar works, and many show the printer’s markings and size mark-ups, while others would have been preparatory
studies for the watercolours and oil paintings for which he is now best known.
(approx. 360)
£3000-5000
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Lot 355

Lot 356

Lot 360

356* Silver Presentation Cup. A silver cup
presented to Marie Chapman, by the Petty
Officers of HMS Dido on paying off, June
17th 1876, having been over five years
under her father’s command, hallmarked
silver cup with floral bouquet motifs and
title panel, height 15cm, together with a ring
binder of related photocopy information
Captain William Cox Chapman (1828-1895)
served on various ships and became Vice Admiral
and an early Commodore of the Australian
Station. While Captain of HMS Ariel (1862-64) he
rescued David and Charles Livingstone from a
lake in South Africa and travelled on the Zambezi
River to Mozambique. A photocopy of the
relevant chapter from the Livingstones’ book
concerning the expedition is included with the
paperwork.
(2)
£150-200

354* Murphy (John, circa 1748-circa
1820). Captn. John Harvey, late of His
Majesty’s Ship Brunswick, published by
J.G. Wood, January 1795, mezzotint printed
in colours, by Murphy from a drawing by
John George Wood after a portrait by
Gilbert Stuart, with margins, plate size 50 x
35.5cm (19.75 x 14 ins), antique-style
frame, glazed
(1)

£100-150

355* Royal Navy. Six substantial cargo
lights, each with beehive glass shade,
aluminium cage and mounts, 70cm high
By repute, bomb proof (but not tested!).
(6)
£500-700

357* C. E. Sinclair M.I.N.A. A bronze wall
plaque announcing ‘Naval Architect,
Consulting Engineer and Marine Surveyor’,
30 x 51cm
(1)

£100-150

358* Spectrometer. An early 20th century
brass instrument on iron stand, adjustable
for height, with rack and pinion adjustable
horizontal micrometer scale, instrument
lacking components and defective, 33 in
(84cm) long
(1)

£50-80

359 Titanic. The Daily Mirror, 5 original
issues, 16-19 April & 22 April 1912, together
with Daily Sketch, 3 Titanic issues, 22 & 27
April, 1 May 1912, plus Daily Graphic, 2
issues, 21 September 1911 (Damage to the
British Cruiser Hawke) and 20 April 1912 with
In Memoriam Supplement of the same day,
all with some slight spotting and browning
and minor marginal fraying, bound as a
collection in contemporary cloth, worn and
backstrip deficient, plus a duplicate loose
copy of Daily Graphic Titanic In Memoriam
number, upper wrapper torn with loss along
horizontal central fold, plus a Titanic double
LP in gatefold sleeve (The Survivors and their
Eyewitness Stories, 1979)
(3)

360* WWII Royal Navy. A large submarine
depth/pressure-testing gauge by Smiths
Instruments Ltd., calibrated 0-150ft and
65psi, black-painted alloy casing with brass
adjust-controls and brass plate inscribed
variously with test-dates commencing 19th
June 1952, and later dated 1972, 1976 &
1978, 19.5 in (50cm) dia.
(1)
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£100-150

£100-200

RAILWAY EPHEMERA & RAILWAYANA

Lot 365
361* B.R. Hand Lamp, having three available colours operated by
a twisting handle, red, amber and green, oil-powered and stamped
B.R., unused condition, together with an H. Miller Ltd. nickel-plated
acetylene-gas-powered bicycle lamp dating from the 1930s
(2)

364* Great Western Railway. A good and well-presented archive
of Great Western Railway ephemera, mostly circa 1840s-1900,
including approximately 20 letters, memoranda and other
manuscript items, among these an autograph letter signed from
Daniel Gooch on Great Western Railway letterhead, 29 March 1849,
beginning ‘I think with regard to the piloting at Bristol after next
month we should charge the Exeter Co. 1/3 per hour which is the
half of the cost of keeping our engines standing, and if she goes
out to find or look for their trains we should charge 1/- per mile run...
‘, 2 pp. with integral blank, 8vo, also a Union Bank of London cheque
made out for six hundred pounds, 24 July 1855, and signed by
Daniel Gooch, plus 7 items of railway postal services history
including covers and stamps, 1860s/1870s, 5 extracted Acts of
Parliament relating to railways including ‘An Act to Amend and
Enlarge the Powers and Provisions of the Acts Relating to the Bristol
and Exeter Railway [19th May 1840]’, 11 printed pamphlets,
timetables and other multi-page items relating to railways including
‘A Letter to the Shareholders of the Bristol & Exeter Railway’ by W.
Gravatt, 1841, plus approximately 65 printed documents,
broadsheets, extracts and deeds including some completed in
manuscript and some with postage stamps and cancellations, plus
approximately 40 photographs, postcards and reproductions of
engines, in total approximately 150 items, all neatly corner-mounted
on black backing paper and back to back, arranged in poly sleeves in
two modern ring binders, 4to, plus one related item, framed and
glazed

£40-80

362
Bradshaw (George, publisher). Bradshaw’s Railway
Companion, Containing the Times of Departure, Fares etc., of the
Railways in England...illustrated with Maps of the Country through
which the Railways pass and Plans of London, Birmingham, Leeds,
Liverpool and Manchester, pub. Manchester, 1842, 17 folding or
double-page maps, plans and charts, a few owner ink markings incl.
additions to the folding map of England and Wales, entire contents
loose in original cloth with publisher’s label (priced 1s) to upper
cover, slightly rubbed and frayed on joints, 16mo, together with
Ruegg (Louis H.), The History of a Railway, Sherborne, 1878, 66
pp., original cloth gilt, spine slightly faded and frayed on joints, 8vo
(2)

£70-100

363* Canals. A Plan for a Navigation Chiefly by Canal from
Longbridge near Burslem in the County of Stafford to Newcastle,
Lichfield and Tamworth, and to Wilden in the County of Derby, by
James Brindley, Revis’d and Approv’d by John Smeaton, 1760,
manuscript plan drawn by Hugh Henshall, ink on paper with map
showing canal, river, occasional churches and dwellings plus
Lichfield Cathedral, title cartouche, compass rose and columns of
copperplate writing giving details of landowners, ink-ruled border,
vertical central crease, somewhat dust soiled and numerous
marginal splits and nicks but without loss of text, a few crude paper
repairs to verso, two old ink notes to verso noting ‘The original plan
of the Grand Trunk drawn by H. Henshall from which the plate was
engraved’, 54.5 x 75cm

A diverse and thoughtful collection of ephemera relating to the early decades
of the Great Western Railway.
(3)
£400-600

365* London & Southwest Railway. A pre-1923 and possibly
Victorian brass ‘Gangers Whistle’ used to warn track workers of
approaching locomotives, heavily stamped L&SWR on the edge of
the oval trumpet, it possesses a lanyard loop and a horn mouthpiece,
in working order, 6in

Hugh Henshall (1734-1816) was an English civil engineer, noted for his work
on canals. Henshall worked with Brindley and John Smeaton in 1758 to
survey the proposed Trent and Mersey (Grand Trunk) Canal.
£150-200
(1)

(1)

£120-160

366* Model Rail. A collection of ‘O’ gauge model rail, including
two type 40 locomotives, plus other ‘O’ gauge, assorted trucks etc.
(14)
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£100-150

367* Railway Colour Slides. A group of
200 35mm colour slides (no duplicates),
featuring largely BR Western Region steam
locomotives and railway scenes along with
some similar of industrial railway subjects
Sold without copyright, the details of the images
provided in accompanying catalogue by S.V.
Blencowe.
(200)
£100-150

368* Railway Colour Slides. A group of
200 35mm colour slides (no duplicates),
featuring largely first generation (1960s)
diesel locomotives and associated railway
scenes
Sold without copyright, details of the images to
be found in accompanying catalogue by S.V.
Blencowe.
£100-150
(200)

369* Railwayana. A collection of railway
items, including a red and white signal arm,
106.5cm long, 21 bakelite signal plates,
each individually numbered with various
instructions, 18.5cm long, plus two boxes
of railway reference books including a
manuscript logbook, circa 1950s, probably
kept by an engineer
(2 cartons)

£70-100

370* Signal Lights. A pair of railway signal
lights, circa 1960s, of aluminium
construction with brass screws and
coloured filters, each mounted on a long
stand with triform cast metal base,
converted for electrical use, 184cm high
(2)

£400-600

371* Southern Railway guard’s whistle,
nickel-plated on brass, stamped, ‘The Acme
Thunderer - S.R.’ together with a lapel
badge for ‘The St John Ambulance
Association - GWR Centre’, nickel-plated on
brass, both in good condition
(2)

£40-80

372* Steam Railway Locomotives. A
large photograph album of railway
locomotives, 1880s-1930, comprising
photographic images and cuttings depicting
Steam Locomotives of Britain in the Golden
Age, “The Luxor Photo Album” Large
Quarto landscape format with hardembossed covers comprising multiple
images on 50 full pages, together with
LNER original cast-iron crossing-gate
warning sign proclaiming a “Forty Shillings
Penalty for failing to Shut & Fasten gate”,
circa 1930s
(2)

Lot 370
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£70-100

TOYS & MODELS
373* Airfix Models. A collection of boxed kit-built models, including
Airfix Short Sunderland III, 1/72 scale, Tamiya Freseler Fil56C Storch,
1/48th scale, Revell Bristol Beaufighter TF.X, 1/72 scale, etc.
(22)

375* Commercial Airlines. A collection of modern commercial
airliners, including a composite desktop model by Bravo Delta
models of a Boeing 777-336ER, 40cm wingspan, a BEA Trident
Three, 33.5cm wingspan, BOAC Cunard Vickers Super VC10/SRS.1151 C/N 854, 27cm wingspan, plus Corgi diecast models
including British Airways VC10 etc.

£50-80

(20)

£200-300

376* Del Prado. A large collection of lead military figures, all
Peninsular War and Battle of Waterloo period, comprising British,
French and German troops, including Lt. Gen. Blucher, 1802, Officer,
the Empress’s Dragoons 1812 Adjutent, British 54th Infantry 1815,
etc., all finely painted plus a collection of smaller scale lead soldiers
of the same period
(a carton)

£100-150

374* Alfa Romeo by Pocher, being an 1/8th scale model of the Alfa
Romeo ‘Spider’ Touring Gran Sports of 1932, well-constructed from
a kit, with excellent detail and working components such as
steering, lifting bonnet, chrome effect spinning wheels, faux leather
upholstery and clear plastic windshield.
(1)

£150-200

377* Dinky & Corgi. Dinky Toys - 451 Trojan 15 CWT Van “Dunlop”,
481 Bedford 10 CWT Van ‘Ovaltine’, Corgi Toys-453 Commer “Walls”
Refrigerator Van, boxed and play worn
(3)

£100-150

Lot 375

378* Dinky & Corgi. Dinky Toys - 161 Austin Somerset Saloon, 151
Triumph 1800 Saloon, 133 Cunningham C-5R Road Racer, together
with Corgi Toys, 351 Land-Rover R.A.F. Vehicle, boxed and play worn
(4)

Lot 376

57

£100-150

Lot 384
383*
Hays (Rex). Richard Seamans
Mercedes-Benz W154, 1:43rd scale, the
wooden construction painted in silver with
No.16 decals, 10cm long, mounted on a
mahogany base with Rex Hays plaque
(lacking windscreen) Richard Seaman won
the 1938 German Grand Prix, and Rudolf
Caracciola
won
the
European
championship in one of these team cars
(1)

379* Dinky & Corgi. Dinky Toys - 282
Duple Roadmaster Coach, 715 Bristol 173
Helicopter, 781 Petrol Pump Station ‘Esso’,
514 Guy Van, 941 Foden 14-Ton Tanker and
other items
(12)

£100-150

380* Fire Engines. A collection of modern
diecast fire engines, mostly Corgi E-one
Rescue etc., plus Seagrave K, etc.
(29)

£70-100

381* Fire Engines. A mixed collection of
modern Matchbox models of yesteryear
fire engines, plus Corgi Nine Double Nine
ambulances etc.
(approx. 80)

£100-150

382* Franklin Mint. A collection of largescale vehicles, including the 1932 Chevy
Confederate Deluxe Sport Roadster, 1969
Triumph Bonneville motorbike, 1937 Alfa
Romeo, plus a large collection of different
brands, all boxed
(35)

£150-200

388* Lead Soldiers. A large collection of
modern soldiers, many Del Prado
Napoleonic period, including Napoleon at
Wagram, 1809, Marshal Ney, Russia, 1812,
plus Westair Roman figures, some boxed
(2 cartons)

£100-150

£150-200

384* Kingsbury Toys - Zeppelin. A large
hand-wound floor toy by this American
manufacturer, created from silvered tin
sheet, pressed wheels, the front axle
moved to steer, the mechanical motor in
working condition, 53cm (20in) total length,
in excellent original condition
(1)

£600-800

385* Kit-Built Models. A large collection
of unboxed model aircraft, including
Wellington, Spitfire, etc., plus tanks and
other military vehicles
(4 cartons)

£50-80

386* Large Model Cars. A collection of
modern large scale cars, various makes
including Solido Renault 8 Gordini - 1967,
Auto Aft Jaguar XJ13, Welly Collection
1955, Peugeot 403, etc.
(21)

£70-100

387* Large-Scale Cars. A collection of
large-scale diecast cars, including GM
Official Chevrolet, Corvett 2R-1, 1941
Chevrolet Special Deluxe, 1957 Mercury
Turnpike Cruiser, 1962 Ford Mustang Boss
42d, all boxed
(40)

£200-300
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389* Mercedes-Benz by Pocher, being a
1/8th scale model of Mercedes-Benz 540k
‘Roadster’, a good working scale model,
nicely constructed in plastic and metal with
faux brown leather upholstery, rubber tyred
chrome effect wheels and a further spare
wheel mounted at the rear, 60cm long overall
(1)

£150-200

390* Mixed Cars. A collection of diecast
toy cars including The Classic Cars of the
Fifties set with catalogue and display
shelves, 15 various boxed Corgi Classics
including Glasgow, Leicester, Leeds Trams,
General Motors Pacific Electric, Scamwell
Highwayman Tanker, fighting machines
including The Post War RAF, Pioneering
Years, American Aces, etc.
(7 cartons)

£100-200

391* Mixed Cars. A collection of diecast
toy cars, by Matchbox, Burago, Iledo,
including Days Gone, Superkings, etc., all
boxed as new
(7 cartons)

£100-200

392* Mixed Cars. A collection of diecast toy cars, including several
Dinky Matchbox Cars including Delahaye 45, 1968 Jaguar ‘E’ Type
Mk 1½ etc., a Dinky Toys No. 945 A.E.C. Fuel Tanker Esso, various
Edison ??Giocattoli?? classic cars, etc.
(6 cartons)

£100-200

397* Model Aircraft. A good collection of kit built scale model
aircraft, representing WWI & WWII aircraft including Avro 504K, De
Havilland D.H.2, Sopwith Pup, Bristol Bulldog II, Henschel HS 123
A-1, Heinkel He 51a-1, Curtiss P40N Warhawk, Hurricane MkIIc, and
many more, mostly 1/75th scale, plus a catalogue of many of the
aircraft included in this lot
(4 cartons)

£200-300

393* Mixed Cars. A collection of mostly promotional models by
Iledo, many commercial vehicles including 1937 Scammell 6
wheeler, 1939 Chevrolet panel van ‘Liptons’, 1939 Chevrolet parcel
van ‘Hamleys’, etc., boxed
(9 cartons)

£100-200

394* Mixed Cars. A collection of mostly Matchbox models of
yesteryear, including Rolls Royce, Renault Type AG, Ford Model T,
etc., boxed
(7 cartons)

398* Model Aircraft. A collection of Corgi Archive Collection die
cast aircraft, all boxed, including Avro Lancaster B MK.I (Special), B24 D Liberator, Hawker Hart, Hawker Fury, etc.

£100-200

395* Mixed Cars. A varied collection of toy cars, including Corgi
Cameo collection, including Firebus, Ford Model T etc., various
commercial vehicles, Classix Transport Treasures etc., mostly mint
boxed
(12 cartons)

(19)

£100-200

396* Mixed Diecast. Various modern diecast toy vehicles, including
Vanguards Triumph TR4, Corgi Bugatti (Legends of Speed), Corgi
Goldfinger (The Directors Cut), boxed
(80)

£70-100
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£150-200

403* Model Rail. A mixed collection of model rail, including Hornby
OO Gauge including GWR 8751 engine R.126 Car Transporter, etc.,
various rolling stock, track, etc.

399* Model Aircraft. A collection of Corgi Aviation Archive
collection diecast aircraft, including Ju88 Night Fighter, Avro Vulcan
B2, Dornier Do215, plus Predators of the Skies including Grumman
Avenger MkI 2F, all boxed
(31)

(4 cartons)

£200-300

£200-300

400* Model Aircraft. A KeilKraft Hurricane, in military green with
red plastic three blade propeller, glowplug clip and hand control line,
in original box, together with a Frog Mark IV Interceptor Fighter,
camouflaged tinplate in original box, plus a British Mettoy tinplate
clockwork fire engine, with fixed key, three firemen and ladder, four
Dunlop tyres, 38.5cm long (pitting and rust)
(3)

£150-200

401* Model Cars. A collection of modern diecast cars, including
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Solido 1925-1940 series, Bentley
451 1928 etc.
(26)

£50-80

402* Model Rail. A Triang model rail set comprising three coaches,
power unit and track, remains of box, together with a box of
clockwork model rail, including a Hornby tinplate locomotive, type
20, No. 60985, green and black livery with key and track and
naturalistic base with two gates, together with a collection of lead
farm animals, trees etc.
(2 cartons)

404* Model Rail. A mixed collection of model rail, including Lima
engines, wagons and rolling stock, track, etc.
(4 cartons)

£70-100
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£200-300

405* Model Ships. A mixed collection of kit-built model ships,
including HMS Bounty (boxed), Mary Rose, HMS Victory, etc.
(approx. 14)

£50-80

406* Omnibus. A mixed collection of modern diecast ?, many by
The Original Omnibus Company, 1/76 scale, other vehicles including
Corgi Mack B Rigid Tanker etc.
(100)

£80-120

407* Post-WWII Military. A collection of post-WWII military model
aircraft, many Corgi diecast including Lightning FS, 15cm wingspan,
Tornado, 18cm wingspan, Lightning F6, 15cm wingspan, Boeing 707,
31cm wingspan, C130 Hercules, 29.5cm wingspan, etc.
(27)

410* Unboxed Cars. A collection of diecast toy cars, various makes
including Corgi, Lesney and Dinky, mostly 1970s and 80s, including
Lesney Concrete Truck, Dinky Trojan Van etc., play worn

£200-300

(11 cartons)

408* Steam Engines & Trains. A collection of Corgi diecast steam
engines, including Burrell Showmans 1/50 scale, Burrell 5 N HP
Showmans ?? etc., boxed, plus model locomotives (all boxed)
(29)

£100-200

411* Unboxed cars. A collection of diecast toy cars, various makes
including Corgi, Lesney and Dinky, mostly 1970s and 80s, including
Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, BMW 750 IL, Ford Thunderbird, etc., play
worn

£70-100

(10 cartons)

£100-200

409* Tramcar. A good scale model of a E H Class tramcar of the
1920s, of wooden constructions with advertising signs and route
labels, mounted on a track with battery for illuminating the model,
47cm long, presented under a glass case
(1)

£300-500

412* WWI & WWII German. A collection of German military model
aircraft, mostly Corgi die cast, including Albatros, Fokker Dr.1, Ju88,
ME262, etc.
(16)
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£100-150

413* WWI Bi-planes. A collection of WWI & Interwar model
aircraft, mostly Corgi diecast including Sopwith Camel, Spad XIII,
Swordfish SE5A, etc.

415* WWII German. A collection of German military model aircraft,
including Ju88, Heinkel HEIII, Me BF-110, etc.

(14)

(11)

£100-150

£100-150

414* WWII Allied. A collection of WWII military model aircraft,
mostly Corgi diecast including B25, 28cm wingspan, Blenheim,
23cm wingspan, D.H. Mosquito, 23cm wingspan, Mustang, 16cm
wingspan, etc.

416* WWII RAF. A collection of WWII Royal Air Force model aircraft,
mostly Corgi diecast including Wellington, 36.5cm wingspan,
Blenheim, 23cm wingspan, etc.

(14)

(16)

£100-150

62

£100-150

